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Hula hoops make
comeback
20

~====================

Close-up with the Cubs

Same
·schooI,
newrole
Columbia grads
make up about a
fifth of college's
faculty, staff
By Beth Palmer
Assistant campus News Editor

Columbia doubles as alma
mater and employer for ahout
one out of five of ·the college;s
faculty and staff,

According to data from the
Offices of Alumni Relations and
Human Resources, 19 percent of

part-time and 21 percent of fulItime faculty and staff are
Columbia alumni. While administrators see these numbers as
positive for the college, some
students feel alumni positions
should be limited in order to prevent Columbia ' s educational
influences from narrowing.
"No matter whether alumni

are fac ulty or just connecting
with Co lumbia on their own,
their roles
are criti cal
because one of the ways we
receive recognition is through
the quality of our alumni," said
Steve Kapelke, provost and vice
president of Academic Affairs.
Hiring managers in each academic department make final
decisions about filling open
positions, but Human Resources
offers assistance in the recruitment process, said Michelle
lones-Foster, director of faculty
and staff recruitment in Human
Resources.
«Hiring managers select the '
best for the job. That being said,
we find tremendous value in our
grads," lones-Foster said.
Mark Lloyd, associate vice
president of Marketing and
'Communications, sa id alumni
employees signify the college's
lasting connection with students.
"Alumni
working
at
Co lumbia create a se nse of
continuity over time," Lloyd
said. "They provide a connection with an earlier time and
help us retain a portion of the
institution's culture."
But some film and video students said they are frustrated by
the number of Columbia alumni
who teach in their department.
'"

Cubs second baseman Mark DeRosa tags out Rickie Weeks of the Milwa ukee Brewers after Weeks tried to steal second. The Chronicle was
invited to 'lirigiey Field for the game as a part of the Chicago Cubs College Media Day, on Apri l 24. For more. see Back Page.

Read my shirt:

I'm not having sex with y u
Wait Wear promotes
abstinence through
clothing line
By Jessica Gallian
Copy Editor

do not think they should

allow too many people who
went to school here to teach,"
said Katie Mahalic, a film and
See Alumni, Page 9

CourteSy Walt Wear
Wait Wear products promote abstinence through witty slogans on
T-shirts and underwear, such as 'No vows, no sex' and 'No
overnight parking:
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Fashioning
forward
Page 28

retail and online stores and possibly by July.

"One of the best ways to make a
statement is through fashion,"
Thomas said. "I've gotten a lot of
good resJX>nses, and I'm continually
up<jating styles."

The movement to promote
abs tinence is implementing a
new battle weapon: fas hi on.
Wait Wear, a clothing line pro·
moting abstinence, will expand
to produce multiple clothing
lines targeted at teens this summer. The growing business is
just one of many advocates
bringing the · abstinence move·
ment into the retail and fashion
industries .
Yvette Thomas, a 41 -year-old
single mom, started Wait Wear in
2002. Five years after its· launch ,
Wait Wear products are now
available at stores in Georgia,
New Mexico and Wisconsin.
Thomas is preparing to launch
three new clothin g lin es thi s
sum!:"er, with products hitting

- Her three new lines, True
Gentleman, Chaste Couture and
Guarded Heart, are designed with
the same messages as Wait Wear
products, but each will cater to
different fashion sty les and tastes.
The True Gentleman line will
cater to boys, and Chaste Couture,
a line for girls, will represent a
"mix of purity, chastity and
power, and fuse these images in
fashion," according to Chaste
Couture's website, chastecou·
ture.com. Wait Wear T-shirts and
underwear have slogans like
"Notice: No trespassing on this
property. My father is watching,"
"Abstinence Ave. Exit when mar·
ned" and "I'm saving it!" T-shirts
cost about $2 1 to $32, and jackets
See AbstInence Apparel, Page 26

Brushing to
the rescue
Back Page
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Calendar
April 30-May 7
AOSTOCK
Col umbia 's Marketing Communication Department invites all
students to A DSTOCK. a free conference featuring career. networking and leadership advice . Attendees can meet with Chicago
busi ness executives one-on-one during th is day -long event. which
runs from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the 8th floor ofth. 1104 Cm.er. 1104
. Wabash Av• .• on May l .

For moro infO''"''''on. call K.lsey O ·K"". ar (84 7) 899-9185

Senior Concert/Choreographlc Project "
Stuclcnts compl.1in& a BFA in done. with a cho<<OIIJ1IPhy coocmtration will pr<3CfIt a showcase of lII<ir chom>grap/l<d works.
This rree cone." besins-at I p.m. in th< Danc. C.."er. 1306 S.
Michi,"" A'·• .• on May l .
F., '"""'",,"'MUll"" cwl Lorry R.uso at (J/J) J44-8J IO.

'Talkin' Back: ChicaCO Youth Reapond'
"TalkIn' BKt" r...URS woric by Chic.... )'GUllI who CRated
pK'«s In,.",,'n& photopophy and wrilina throuch prosrIIII3 span_cd coll1ol>onol. v<1y by III< Museum of Cont....porary Pbotosnplly
and."" m.er ro< CommuniI)' Am Pwln<nhips, Colllmbia Coll<g<e
hlu.., and An", S<hool Maners. The ""'ibit's openint r<eq>Cion
beilIU" 10 un. in III< M....um or Contemporary Phocop"y in
III< Ak" ""clruff Com..... ...ter.6OO . Michipn Ave.• on May 2.
F." ",un 1",,,, ..UlIoft. cwlJ4I A"..n UI (J /}) )44-7779.
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Common
cancels
Lupe Fiasco to
perform at Manifest
By Hayley Graham

Columbia bu

virtual realty

College purchases
island in gaming
world of Second Life
By Brett Marlow
Staff Writer

Ed itor-l n-Chief

Ma ni fes t headliner Common
can ce led last minute, but the col-

lege ~was able to find a repl acement that won' t leave stude nts
di sappointed.
Gramm y a ward nomin ee Lupe

Fiasco will tak e Commo n's
place as the final headlining
mu s ical act at Manifest on May
11. Th e hip-hop a rti st a nd
C hicago native wil l. take the

main stage, located in the parking lot at 50 E. Harrison St. ,
from 9 p .m. to 10 p .m .
Mark Kelly, vice president of

Student Affairs , said the college
was notified of the cancellation
on April 20, leaving only three

weeks to find a replacement.
Common's representatives said
he would not be able to perfonn
• because he will be on a film shoot
in Prague, Kelly said.
" We didn 't think thi s is just any
concert that he agreed to be a part
of," Kelly said . " He went to
Columbia, and he was the first
performer at the first Manifest s ix
years ago when he was hardly the
name he has become."
Shared Smith, programmin g
coordinator for the Office of
. Coll ege Wide Events, said that
a lth ough Common is a pretty big
artist , the festival isn '\ all about
mus ic . Because o f this, he said
th e change will not have much of
an affect on the advertis ing of
Manifest.
"The show is going to go on ,
j ust not as big," Smith said .

College's
restructuring
continues
By Amanda Maurer
Campus News Editor

Additional 'changes in the co llege 's adm in istration w ill take
place start ing June I, President
Warrick L. Carter announced at the
fal: ulry convocation on Apri l 27.
Th e reorgani zati on will invo lve
severa l ti tle and "res pons ib il ity
c hanges. Namely, Steve Ka pelk e,
ClllTent provost a nd vice pres ide nt o f Academic Affairs, wi ll
become provost and senior vice
pre sident. Louise Love, de puty
provos t, will take on Kapelke 's
role as vice presi dent of
Academic Affairs. In add ition,
Anne Fo ley wi ll be promoted to
vice pres ident of Administration ,
Research and Plan ning.
Mark Lloy d, associate vice
presi dent of Mark ing an d
Comm unications, sa id Ca rt er has
restruc tured the co ll ege in a num ber of ways, includ ing th ese
c hanges, to reduce the number o f
peop le reportin g directly to him
a nd mak e the co ll ege " a more
emcient stru ctu re ."
T he an no unce me nt comes
nearly three months after tit les
c hanges were made in the offices
of
Bus in ess
Affa irs
a nd
Institutio nal Advancem ent.

Thi s May, Col um b ia stu de nts
w ill have th e opti on to ex plore
Ma ni fest in two rea liti es.
Colum bia has c rosse d ove r
into th e vi rtua l wo rld by j o ining
milli ons of users w ho a re creat·
in g alte rnate perso nas in
Seco nd Life just in tim e fo r th it;
yea r 's Manifest, the colle ge's
e nd of the year senior student
s howcase ce le brati on.
Second Li fe is an on line, v irtual 3-D world, sa id Peter Gray,
m edia re presentat ive fo r Linde n
Labs, the de vel opm ent compa ny
responsible for bring ing Second
Life to fruiti on .
The college 's Second Life
world , titled " I Am Columbia,"
is a di g ita lly -created private
'island the college bou ght with
fund s provided by the Office ot
Student Affairs roughly two
months ago. The is land, which
cost nearl y $1 ,000, require s a
monthl y web hosting fee of
around S 150, according to Kari
Sommers, ass istant dean of
Student Life .
Patrick Lichty, a faculty member in the Interactive Arts a nd
Media
D e partm e nt
a nd
Columbia 's Second Life adminis tra tor, s aid the co ll ege has
plans to e xpand th e is land and

MCT
Linden Labs CEO Philip Rosed ale stands in front of a computer projection of his avatar, 'Philip
Linden,' from the virtual world of Second Life in San Fra ncisco on Nov. 8, 2006.

There are no goal s, no leve ls
explore its education al a nd creand users can build and create
ative poss ibiliti es.
For now, a virtual world for their own world , obj ects, buildManifest, or " Manifest S L," is ings and personas.
being created and will go live on
Users can log on to Second
May II , the same day as Life 's webs ite, download the proManifest, so stude nts or alumni , gram for free and creat e an
who mi ght not be able to attend avatar, or their own di gital perthe fe sti val, can still partic ipate.
sona, said Tracy Tay lor, extern al
Second Life is "complete ly . re lation s coordinator for tp e
open-e nded" software, Gray said . Inte ractive Arts and Media

De partme nt. However, ma king
purchases' for new clothes or
property w ould require a n
account with th e game developer
and prices vary according to d iffe rent packages offered .
" This whole other world ex ists
over th e we b," she said .
A user could be talk ing wi.th
som eone from Japan sort o f like
See Second Life, Page 11

Supporting the future of sports
The Student Athletics
Association elects new
leaders and plan for
expansion
By Steve Vaccin~
Assistant Campus Nem Ed itor
Leaders of the Student Athletics
Association passed the baton April
25 as its mem bers elected a new

executi ve · board . But w ith
Columbia athletics on a steady
rise, association . founders suggest
hiring additional non-student staff
to leve l the load.
A II fo ur or igi na l Stu dent
Athl eti cs A ssociat ion board
m e mbe rs, or Re nega des, w ill
either graduate or tra nsfer at th e
end of this semeste r. Anthony
Ortega, a freshm a n m a rke tin g
major, will becom e the new pres-

id ent , a nd Akeem Lawanson, a
sophom ore radi o m aj or, wi ll
serve as vice pres ident. The new
board will shadow the old until
the end of the semester to en sure
a smooth transition .
Desp it e his ded icati on and
excitem ent for next year, Ortega
sai d he has big shoes to fill.
" It 's kind o f int im idating,
because [th e form er exec uti ve
board] did a terrific job," he said.

Tim HunV The Ch ronicle
Anthony Ortega, th e new president of the t he Student At hletics Association. delive rs his speech
to associ ation membe rs during the April 25 electi ons in t he Hu b at t he 1104 Ce nter, 1104 S.
Wabash Ave.

"But all of us are really dedicated
to sports and athletics. We 're j ust
going to set our own expectations
and grow from that."
Accordi ng to the Re negades '
constituti o n, the exec utive board
m e m bers a re onl y required to
work a combine d total of 12
hours a week, or a n ave rage of
th ree hours a wee k per pe rso n.
C hr is Sch roede r, the orig in al
assoc ia tion presi de nt , said he
a nd v ice pre s ident Matt Holihan
c u)rren t ly put in clo se to 30
ho urs each week.
Sc hroeder and Holihan found ·
ed the assoc iati on in August
2006 . S ince then. Columbia
sports have grow n from fOllr to
18 clubs, with 30 int ramural
teams. In addi t ion to the growth ,
the association had to !Urn away
20 othe r t~ams last y~ar due 10
lack of fund s. tim e and starr.
Holihan said. Some of the se
team s inc lud t.'d men 's and
wo m en's volleyball. paintball.
dodgeba ll and capture the Ilag.
"We don't hav e the manpnw .
e r," "H o lihan sa id " Either YOll
can do only one thin g well or
you ca n do a m ed ioc re job
across th e board ."
li e said having a full-ti me,
non-student st al"!" to handle the
logistics of th e association . such
as keepi ng the websi te updated
a nd sta rting new lcagw.'s :l1ld
in tramural teams, wo ul d allow
th e new exec utiv e board 10
focus on pl a nn ing events a nd
he lping new teams become
orga nized a nd recogni zed .
See Athletics Pac. x3
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Arts advocate Jane Alexander educates Columbia
Oscar-nominated
actress speaks about
chairing the NEA
By Beth Palmer
Assistant Campus News Editor

Jane Alexander advocates
artists' rights and universa l
accessibility to arts educationin her spare tim e between shooting an HBO se ries and a film co-

starring Morgan Freeman and
Greg Kinnear.

A lexander, an Oscar-nominatactress , jct-setted
to
Columbia on Apri l 26 as a guest
for the co llege's "Co nversation
in the Arts," She spoke about

ed

being chair of the Nationa l
Endowment for the Arts in the
mid-'90s, the necessity of art
exchanges between the United
States and Mu slim countries and

her prediction of the next cu ltur- .
al ' bang.'
" Art is in stasis right now- it
can't compete with science,"
Alexander said. " [To break from
the derivative] is certainly going
to involve marriage of technology and the arts."
In New York C ity, a few theater and dance productions
.already incorporate technology
like laser holograms into li ve
shows. she said.
" It 's very exciting and very jarring at the same time because [it's
hard to] know what's real [on
stage]," she said.
Alexander calls New York
home , but she recently spent
time in Los Angeles shooting
-

-

--

-

-

10 episodes for a fall HBO
series called " Tell Me You Love
Me, " about sexuality in marriage-she plays a sex therapist
counseling couples of several
age demographics.
" I am 100 percent an arts
advocate, but I make my livin g
as an actor," Alexander said.
The NEA funded her break-out
rol e in the play "Great White
Hope ," which led to a movie version and Oscar nominations for
both A lexander and her co-star,
James Earl Jones . She sa id backgro und in non-profit theater
helped her understand the artists,
she defended when former
President Bill Clinton appointed
her to chair of the NEA in 1993 .
Bonnie Brooks, chair of
Columbia's Dance Department,
has known Alexander since they
met in Washington , D. C. in 1993.
At that time, Brooks worked as
director of Dance U.S.A., an
organization that collaborated
with the NEA to support many
arts-related issues.
" Jane is a passionate and talented professional in the theater
world and we trusted her [in
D.C ., because] she is very
open, caring and honorable, "
Brooks said.
Alexander resigned in 1997,
but only after tumultuous advocacy for controversial work like
the NEA-funded photograph
" Piss Ch ri st" by Andres
Serrano that nearly caused the
coliapse of the NEA.
"She made an enonnous sacrifice, both financially and in
her career when she took the

--

NEA position," Brooks said.
" Jane just really took a position
and stood by it, which won the
life-long admiration of many of
[her peers.]"
Alexander had praise and concern for the current NEA.
"The NEA is doing a fine job
with big projects ' like archiving
the stories of soldiers coming
back from Iraq," Alexander said.
But the NEA isn't very
involved in international arts
exc hange between the United
States and Muslim countries, she
said. A lexander has constantly
pushed for this initiative because
through art, diverse people can
find a common ground.
"There's so much bad will out
there, so much bad feelings about
America," Alexander said. " If we
were just [in Muslim countries],
as artists we cou ld say, 'Look,
we ' re all human beings. '"
Tony
Chauveaux,
NEA
deputy chair for grants and
awards, said the agency is participating in two international
exchanges this yea r in the form
of film and literature .
Art can build bridges between
countries, but as NEA chai r, she
also witnessed art used' effectively to · teach students of all ages
about math, history and nearly all
subjects, Alexander said.
" [Art education] is very important," she said. "I like the mission
of Columbia-to educate kids to
think creatively and to present the
. issues of our time."
If she taught at Columbia,
Alexander would like to teach an
acting class to inform students

Known for her roles in 'Kramer VS. Kramer' and 'Great White Hope,'
actress Jane Alexander spoke to Columbia students April 26 as part
of the college's 'Conversation in the Arts.'

about the human condition
through perfonnances of diverse
works. Ideally, all teachers would
use art in the classroom, but
Alexander said she realizes it's
too hard to add in without proper
training and time.

"Unless we get some top down
instructions about reorganizing
our whole educational system for
this century. it's not going to hap""
pen," she said.
..

bpalmer@chronic/email.com

-

TI1e MlISIC center of Colli mhl3 College Chicago
1014 S. Michlgal' at 11 u, St.

Concert
Mpnday April

H a I I

Events

3D

Drum and Percussion Recital
12:00 A>Jl
Classical Guitar Ensem ble/Solo Recital
6:30 A>Jl
rues!'" Mav

1

Songwriting Recital
12:00 A>Jl
Pop Orchestra
700 A>Jl
Wednesday M~y 2

Jazz Com bo Fest
6:00 A>Jl
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Columbia's'minor'
•
expansIon
Public relations to be offered this fall, others to follow
By Annl. SlozIcI<ey
Staff Writer

Starting thi s fall , students will see severa l additi onal acade mi c program s
o ffered at Columbia as ex isting departments expand .
One of those wi ll include a minor in
public relations, which is cu rrent ly a concentration
w ithin
th e
Marke ting
Communications Department. The minor
will be offered in the fa ll. Other programs
including cul tura l studi es and creative
non-fiction are also being devel oped.
Columbia currently offers a marketing
minor to students, but by offering the public relations ' minor, the Marketin g
Communications Departm ent would
attract more students, said Sandra Allen.
director of Publi c Relations in the
Marketing Communications Department.
She said each public relations class usually. had several non-marketing communication majors. This led her to believe students may be interested in pursuing a
minor in the field.
" Students in music bu siness, film and
j ournalism who w ill need to be marketin g
themselves can all benefit from a PR
minor," Allen sai d.
David Li ster, a sen ior j ourn ali sm
maj or, said if pub lic relati ons had been
offered as a minor earlier, he would have
minored in it. Lister, who will gradu ate
thi s fa ll , sai d he can understand how °a
background in public relations combined
with a different maj or would make stu-

dents more marke tab le.
"[A public relations minor] would make it
easier for me to get a job after college, which
is my main concern," Lister said.
To find out how many stude nts would
be in terested in a publ ic relati ons minor,
a survey was issued to students ·in nonmarketing communi cati ons majors at the
end of the spring 2006 semester a nd
again last fa ll. Allen sa id the results
showed 47 percent o f stude nts who
responded would participate in the program if it ex isted.
The same classes offered for the current publi c relations conce nt ration wi ll be
required for the minor. Therefo re, the
curriculum will not change.
The classes fo r the publ ic relations
minor will require 18 credit hours. T he
new program w ill be available to all students, except those majori ng in marke,ting comrnunications, due to a co llege.
wide poli cy.
Steven Kapelke, provost and vice president of Acadern ic Affa irs , sa id there are
other proposals in the works fo r new academi c programs, incl uding one for cultural studies to be offered as a rn inor, as
it is currentl y a maj or in the Liberal
Education Departrnent. Also, others are
working on developing a propos al that
would rnake creative non- fi ction a major.
Kapelke said neither the cultura l studi es
proposal no r the creat ive non-fi ct ion proposal has been approved.

chronicle@colum.edu

Kidding around at Columbia
Covered parking
to accommodate
loading and
unloading
Preferred truck
rental rate
We sell boxes
and moving
sUl/lplies

465 N. Desplaines St.
Located at the corner of Orand Ave . a nd Desplaines St.

(312) 243· 2222
www.metrostorage.com
' Ce rta in restrictions apply. Su bject to availability. Renta l rale valid th rough .11 /30/0S.
MUST PRESENT VA LI D STUDENT 1.0 . TO RECEIVE SPECIAL RATE.

Mark Kelly, vice president of Stude nt Affa irs, tries to explain to Paula
Gonza lez, 8, wh at his job entails duri ng 'Take You r Kids To Work Day,' an
event held on th e 4th f loo r of the Alexand roff Ca mpus Center, 600 S.
Mi chigan Ave ., on Apr il 26.
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Student to cycle cross-country for cancer' camp
Columbia sophomore
to join U of I bikers
By Alison Shipley
Staff Writer

For man y co llege students,
summ er break mea ns spending
time wit h fri ends, earnin g money
and catchin g up o n sleep. But thi s
Co lumbi a
student
summ e r,
Mic hae l Boehm w ill be onc of24
other coll ege students to bike
cross-co unt ry to raise money and
awareness for cancer.
IIlini 4000, a gro up based o ut

of the Unive rsity of Illin ois at
Urbana·Champaign. w ill stop at
se veral hospitals a long th e ride
to see th e impact ca ncer has on
chi ldren . The cyc lists pl an to
raise $100,000 to donate to th e
A meric an
Cance r
Soc iet y
Cancer Resea rch Fund and
Camp Ke sem.
Camp Ke se m run s summ er
cam ps across th e nation for chil dren ages 6-1 3 whose parents

have cancer. Jeff Leibach, national program director fo r the organ ization, said th ere are 20 camps
located o n co ll ege ca mpu ses

nationwide. The camps are sponsored by student groups responsible for promoting and fundrais ing
so about 60 kids can attend the
week- long event for free .
"Our miss ion is to give kids who
have been affected by cancer a
chance to have a week of fun,"
Leibach said. " It'll give them a
chance to j ust be kids. There's no
therapy, and there's no pulling kids
aside one-on-onc. It 's just a chance
for kids to connect with other kids
who have been affected by cancer."
Two years ago, another student
group, Camp Kesem at Illin oi s,

Keeping up Columbia
".,.""....,..--...,-,~~

wanted to start up a program on
the U of I campus, but were
unab le to get the fund ing to do so,
Leibac h said .
" I kind of connected lIIini 4000
with the other group by he lping to
initiate discussion between both
organ izati ons," Leibach said. "So
now they are both going to be
sponsoring the camp at U of I."
The trip will begin May 25 in
New York City and end Aug. 2 in
San Di ego, cove ring ap proxi mate ly 4,000 mil es.
Boehm, a sophomore photography major at Co lumbia, said he
wi ll be documenting the journey
from coast to coast. In doing so, he
hopes to "share the magn itude of
our journey with others." He said
documenting the trip through photography is the part of lII ini 4000
that he is most excited about.
Boehm, who used to be an engineering major before transferring
to Columbia, met Anish Thakkar, a
seni or engineering major at U of I,
when they li ved in the same donn .
" I rea li zed that the re isn't
enough [cancer] research out there
fo r the work that needs to be
done," Thakkar said. " Plus, I' m a
big cyclist so I just sort of put the
two concepts together to come up
with the idea. "
Thakkar, who has spent the
majority of his college career
studying ultrasound imaging for
the early detection of cancer, said a
large reason why students join the
group is because cancer affects
everyone in some way or another.
"On one hand, it 's just an
incred ibl e adventure," he said .
"College students rea lized that

this is the time in their life when
they can do something that 's kind
of off the wall. It 's such a valuable life experience."
Thakkar said he selected the 25
peop le out of abo ut 35 applicants- most are students at U of
I. Hi s decision was based on ath·
letic potential , previous experience, future goals and students
who have passion toward the
cau se because of personal experiences w ith cancer.
To
increase
the
riders'
endurance, tIIini 4000 hired a certified phys ical trainer who put
together a four month training plan
to prepare the team for the 80-100
miles per day.
" A lot of our team hadn 't ridden
a bike for years prior to being
accepted th e gro.up," he said.
"Now, they can bike 80 miles a
day without a problem."
The cyclists of lIIini 4000 held
meetings throughout the fa n to
organize the trip and recruit students and sponsors. Each cyclist
has to rai se $2,000 through individual , private and corporate donations to help reach the $ 100,000
goa l, Boehm said.
The majority of the donations
lII ini 4000 has received have been
from large hospitals and businesses
around the Champaign-Urbana
campus. Thakkar said the group
has not yet met its $100,000 goal;
however, the donation total is
increasing by $1 ,000 a day, he sa id.
The group is currently accepting
donations through their website at
IIIini4000.org.
chronic/e@colllm.edli

Our egg donor program is completely anonymous and is
owned and operated by our professional and caring
nursing staff.
We are in need of healthy, non-smoking females
between the ages of 21-30 years old .
Local physicians available
Matc h es made quickly
24/7 donor support
Driving expen ses reimbursed

847.656.8733 or

773 : ~·~~·. E·GGS· · ··· · · ~ C~t"'''
OFGG

www .egg411.com
info @egg411 .com
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Calling all "Students"

Store your stuff with us!
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Relax while we
do the IUgging' - U

FREE

Truck & Driver

with 2 convenient locatlon8 to serve youl

1200 W, 35th St.
Chicago, IL 60609

730 W, Lake St.
Chicago, IL 60661

773-247 -3000

312-876-2000

www.eastbankstorage.com

Plymouth~ &-

ffia-t.

Located Next to Ihe Haro ld W ashington Library!
Mon · Fri: 6al1l • l .alc Nixhl Sarumay: 7... m . t~lIc Nighr Sunday: 7:un· F.\'ening
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Breakfast Served ALL Day!
Daily Restaurant & Bar Specialsll
+ Full Bar + Plasma TV's
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• • 10% ofl for Staff, Faculty & Students
327 S. PLYMOUTH CT
(3 12) 362- 12 12
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2006-07 Student Government Association
What did your Student Government Association do for you this year?
WCRX/Radlo Oepartment holiday food drive contribution
Small donation to Reach Out (the Hurricane Katrina relief ,tudent organization) that went to New Orleans oyer spring break
Travel expenses for several groups to attend educational conferences 8cross the country
Dozens of giveaways Including food. IPods. and gm cards to students
Academic Achievement Award Raffle (chance to win bookstore gift cards for excelling students)
$1,000 to the Hokle Spirit Relief Fund In response to the Virginia Tech massaCf'e.

Funding for the purchase and installation of lockers in the following departments:
Film and Video

AEMM
Art and Design
Funding to support the Ad-Stock program
PUrchase of 8 laser printer and animation art tools and supplies for Film and Vtdeo students
Funding for computer lab chairs In the TV department

Other funds went to support the S1. Baldrick's charitable event (sponsored by the Social and Philanthropy Society), replacing the computer in the Peek·A·
Boo room in the Cultural Studies Department. helping the Baseball team rent UIC North Reid for a game, funding for travel expenses for CCABJ to for a
Journalism conference and countless other smaller contributions.

Ok, so what else did SGA do this year?
Hosted the American Student Government Midwest Regional Conference
Introduced cheaper cans In vending machines .. alternatives to more expensive bottles
Guaranteed no new Ktlvtty fee Incre....s beyond the one c:omIng In Fall '07
Approved Inc:re.... In health center fees for emergenc:y response systems after VIrginia Tech tragedy
Held forums In 15 depertmenta and one school-wide forum
Contacted many regional colleges to build a coalition to propos. a college student discount on Metra
Drafted a Student Census to gauge student opinion. To be released Fall '07.
Made suggestions to Improve the efficiency of elevators In 624 S. Michigan Ave.
Convinced the college to study the cost of a me printing program in open labs and the library
Requested course fee disclosure and collaborated with the Provost's office to commit to a policy release
Worked with the provost to have a letter sent to faculty reminding them of the cost of textbooks so only essential texts are required
Worked with Title III Grant committee to review enrollment and retention programs
Worked with Student Financial Services to Improve customer service and discuss the new Campus Card Initiative
Advised In the renovation of 731 5 , Plymouth Ct, and the lobby of 623 S. Wabash Ave,
Organized the State of the College Addres. with Dr, Carter
Held a successful round of Senate elections for 2007-08

What has the college administration
pledged to help the SGA do next year?
Install hand sanitizer. In student opaces and near eating area.
Re""arch the Ylability of free printing In open labs

R.Ie ..... a cour"" fee policy
Clarify the .....sed charg... on the OASII course and lee state....nt

I
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Alumni:
College balances
alumni, new
employee ratio
Continued from Front Page
video graduate student. " I don' t
think: it's a fair education for the
students."
Megan Corrigan, a junior film
and video major, said Co,lumbia
needs to hire from a variety of
sources to expose students to
diverse influences.
" We' re just getting people
coming up through the Columbia
system and teaching us,"
Corrigan said.
Lioyd said he doesn't know
what a college's target percentage
of employed alumni should be, but
said Columbia wants to maintain a
balance between those that know
the school and newcomers.
" We want to make sure there's
respect for both the alumni and for
fresh ideas and to make sure we
[evolve] ," Lloyd said.
James Kinser, associate director
of Alumni Rela!ions, graduated
from Columbia's interdisciplinary
arts masters program in 2005 and
said he is not swprised by the
number of faculty and staff who
are alunuti .
"Columbia hires people successful in their field, so it's exciting
because we have successful alumni who are basically passing on the
torch," Kinser said.
One of the missions of Alurrmi
Relations is to encourage all
Co lumbia alurrmi to give back to

9
the college in the fonn of time, talent or money, and alwnni who
work at the college are fulfilling
that role, Kinser said.
Kinser said the atmosphere at
the college provides support to
faculty and staff' who also double
as artists.
" I fit in the Columbia demographic of staff who are also
working artists," said Kinser, a
performance and sound installation artist. " I am supported by the
artistic way of thinking (at
Columbia], so if I need to take a
day off for a perfonnance, I have
a community that understands."
Other Columbia alumni also
fmd time to freelance in their fields
whi le working at their alma mater.
Tony Kwiecinski, currently the
station supervisor o f WCRX ,
Columbia's student run and produced radio station, graduated
from Columbia in 1989 with a
degree in broadcast communications. For four years .after graduating, Kwieci nski worked at a
local radio station.
"Everybody has their dreamsthey want to be millionaires in
their field," Kwiecinski said.
But in 1993, Kwiecinski began
working part-time at Columbia as
adjunct faculty and in 2003 he
became full- time.
"I realized I liked working
with students, plus Columbia
offered me a management positio n which was better than the
assistant job I had," he said.
He continues to freelance in
the radio indu stry, working
nights and weekends as a producer for 98.7 WFMT.
Kwiecinski sai d he doesn' t
plan on changing careers; he'd
like to stay at Co lumbia.

Part-time Faculty
and Staff

Not Alumni .
Alumni.

1453

Full-t ime Facu lty
and Staff

276
urce: Human Resources/ Office of Alumni Relations
Joshua Covarrubias/ The Ch ronicle

Brian Shaw, associate chair of
Columbia's Theater Department,
was a theater major at Columbia
and graduated valedictorian of the
'86 class. He started working at the
college three years later as a parttime faculty member- a job he
took for many reasons, including a
desire to get out of the restaurant
industry and his appreciation of
Columbia's generous admissions

policy, he said.
" [I was also attracted to the job]
because Columbia's in Chicago
and the faculty are expected to
work as practitioners," Shaw sa id.
Shaw, who is tenured, plans to
stay at Columbia long term but
continues to work in his fie ld as a
freelance actor, direc tor and
teacher in community-based theater programs.

The two studeuts from the
Fi lm and Video Depa rtment
said, on a positive note, they ca n
probab ly find work at Co lumbia
pos t-graduat ion.
"For a lot of people I know, it 's
a fall-batk plan," Conigan said.
"Honestly, a lot of us joke, . At
least we' ll get hired here.' ''
bpalmer@chroniclemail.com
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Athletics:
Founders say
more staff needed
to handle growth
Conlil1l1cdfrom Page 3
Mark Brtl ccv ich. coo rdinator
o f fitn ess and c lub athletic s, is
th e a SSOC iati o n' s ad VIse r and

,"'!lal th e budgl'\ for an extra staff
rnembe r IS unavai lab le. de spite a
spik e til the associa tio n funding
fo r nex t yem .
The 2007·2008 Ren ega des
budget will Increase from
$ I 0,000 10 $46 .000 neXi year,
bUI he sa id the growth IS onl y
enough so athletes cil n play.
" It 's a grow lIlg process." he
sa Id . .. It 's a , low process."
Mark Kell y, "ICC pres ident o f
Stude nt" Ilalr .... ",.lId the sc hoo l
has worhd cI (' se ly wit h the
a "~ocl aII O Ii 10 p rov Id e ex tra
fundm g th rou g h IIl c rcascd ac ti vIt y fees. li e sa id the new budget
was an " impo rtant brea kthrou g h
for th e assoc iatio n and sho uld be
see n as suc h."
" I think we're do in g a ll the
ri g ht th ings to support athlet ·
ics," he s.lid ,
But Sc hroe dc r and II ollha n
a re worried I3rti ccv ich may be
taking on too much, li e cu rrent ·
Iy ma nages the Rdoseve lt gym
full-time and wi ll mana ge the
new wo rko ut faci lit y be ing built
in the Residen ce Ce nte r, 73 1 S,
Pl ymo uth Court.
" When it co mes 10 ge tting
thin gs done , it' s 10 times harder
because we ha ve to wait fo r him
10 get the paperwork and

" 1 plan to break down the barprocess it," Holihan said , " We Columbia's fencing club and the have, it would be easy to do that."
can either lose all the momen - Renegades' new treasurer, said
O rtega said the association riers," Ortega said in a speech to
tum we've built this year, o r we even tJlough club leaders are stu- will eventually require ext ra association members April 25 .
ca n build it hi ghe r, A lot dents and have classes to worry sta ff members or more than fo ur " People say we' re an art school,
depends o n how much suppo rt about, they should take mo re students on the executive board, but there's no reason we can ' t
we rece ive,"
responsibility in the expansion of but that it's not necessary yet have ath letics as well , I thi nk
Although Schroeder was hop- their respective sports ,
because the o rganization is still athletics is an art in itself. It 's
ing to fill the needed positi on
" I think that since it is the stu- youn g, He said marketing will the heartbeat for some of our
after he grad uates, the need fo r dents ' cl ub, they should step up a be a maj o r goal for the associa- students,"
sta ff ha s nothlll g to do with hi s little more ," she said , " And I tion now that they have the
persona l job sea rc h, Schroeder think that with the system that we budget to start more teams.
syaccino@chroniclemail.com
said he suggested him se lf for the
pos ition beca use he he lped create th e association and was
familiar with the " uniqueness of
the Co lumbi a community," he
sa id .
" If they hired someone else, we
would be overJoyed," Ho lihan
said. " We Just wa nt to sec what we
created be mg dealt wilh in the correct manner fo r Columbia,"
Brtlcevic h said the re wouldn't
be sport s at Co lumb ia without
the work o f th e two graduating
studcnts. Howeve r, he sa id it is
just as Impo rtant to g ive o th er
students expertence III leadershi p and respo ll slblltt y.
"One way or ano th er, we w ill
co ntinue to move on upward and
o utward and make thin gs happen," he said .
li e sai d the fonner board's
dedi ca tI o n can't be ex pected o f
C\'c ryllnc and plan s to dis trt bute
nwrc respu ns tbtltt y to th e in(li \'I(Jual leam president s, He said
the tra nSiti o n won 't be diffi cult
beca use a n es tab li shed structure
has been built ovcr th e pas t yea r.
"Now that we ha ve some fo nn
of a system, we ca n ex pec I mo re
fro m
Ih em ,"
he
sa id .
" It's the onl y way we can reall y
fun c ti o n,"
11m Hunt,rThe Ch ronjcle
Stevie Wegrzyn , a freshman film
Chris Schroeder and Matt Holihan, founders of the Student Athletics Association, discuss the future
and video maj o r, member of of the Renegades in the Hub at the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., on April 25.

Help create a f amily.
Chicago'S first ~nd most highly respected
program is looking for the following:
EGG DONORS

$7,000 compensation to healthy women betwet'n tht· ages
of 20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will
evaluated, take m edication and und ergo a minor

procedure, Serious inquiries only,
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Second Life:
College to host
virtual Manifest
celebration
Continued from Page 3
e·mail , Taylor said, but in Second
Life, they could be standing right
there nex t to them .
Use rs in the virtua l world are
re ferred to as " residents," Gray
said . Eac h resident has a eustomi za ble character or " placeholder" and can choose ind ividual fe atures.
Current ly there are around 6
million registered res idents in
Second Life.
" It's more of an online social
environment, which looks a lo t
like a video game , but isn' t,"
Lichty said.
Once users have created their
avatars, or characters, they 're able

to build a house or store. as well as
wander around and see what others
are doing. Taylor said.
"A lot ofpeopJe go in because
they want to see what it's like to
interact in the wo rld as someone
e lse ," she said.
Interactive Arts and Media
student vo lunteers, who ha ve
been trained in Second Life. wi ll
be present on Co lumbia 's island
as Manifest SL goes live . The
virtual vo lunteers will show a ll
participating students how to
navigate through Second Life's
world , Taylor said.
Manifest SL will be active all
summ er on the island in Second
Life. Taylor said .

MeT

Wagne r James Au from Oakland, Ca lif., ca lls himself an 'embedded journalist' in Second Life.

" One of the good and sad
things about Manifes t is that it 's
j ust one night," Taylo r said.
" You can experience it, you can
bri ng the memories home , but
you can 't go revisit it. "
Beyond hosting Manifest SL,
Second Life offers many poss ibi lities fo r other educationa l
uses.
Instructors could hold lectures in
Second Life and students or their
avatars could attend class regardless of their location, Gray said.
Barbara Iverson, a fa culty
member in _the Journa lism
Department , said ho ld classes
online is something she wants to
exp lo re.
" If it was snow ing and I was

wo rking
on
interac tive
sli deshows wi th my students,
why not meet in Second Life?"
Iverson said. "[We could] talk
about what we are do in g, share
some images, adj ourn to wo rk
on the slideshows and then
return and watch them at the end

Courtesy Patrick Uchty

of the class time ."
Faculty can al so use Second
Life to deve lop relevant educational experience for students to
participate in , she said .
.. A hi story teacher could create old Athens and take her students there," Iverson sa id .
Architectural students could
see the progress and construction of a building and even fl y
around it, Gray said.
And fashion design students
wanting to test our the ir lates t
lines could create their designs
in Second Life, put them in a
sto re and see wh at kind o f
response they get , Taylor said .
So mmers said she would like
to see thousands of stu dents par-

tici patin g throughout the year:
howeve r, students seem to have
mix ed fedings when it comes to
the purchase of a virtual i:dand.
"[Columbia} could !'pend
mone y
on
the
Music
Department's practice rooms
rather than a video game ," said
Brian Whee ler, a junior music
major. " !t ·s coo l they're using it
for art, but they cou ld have gotten
a website up instead."
But if it helps ga in exposure,
Lauren Zalesk i, a se nior art and
design student , said she ma y usc
Second Li fe.
"I' d be interested to see how
many peop le [visit Columbia's
island], " she sa id. " If peopl e get
to see my wo rk, then sweet."
T he Interactive Arts and
Med ia Department hopes to lead
the way and show other depart ments how they ca n util ize the
online world .
"Aft er Manifes t we want to
have larger conversa tions about
ho w th e schoo l can ge t
in vo lved," Tay lor sa id . " Idea ll y,
each department would ha ve
their own island to use as a giant
sandbox."
Use rs can j o in as bas ic
Second Life members for free at
seco ndli fe.co m ,
for
mo re
advanced options. Membership
fees apply.
To explore th e I Am Columbia
Is land, U St; th e program s search
engine. Log into Second Life on
May II 10 celebrate Man ifest in
the virtual world or stop by th e
Hokin Gallery, in the Wabash
Camp us Building, 623 S.
Wa bash Ave., to watch Manifest
5L unfold on screen.

The Columbia Chronicle is hiring for the Fall 2007 semester! Please come to the Columbia
Chronicle office and pick up an application for one of the following available positions:
Assistant Campus News Editor
Campus News Editor
Assistant CIty Beat Editor
M E Editor
Assistant A&£ Editor
Associate Editor
Assistant Photo Editor
Commentary Editor

Gra phic: OesJgner
Copy Chief
~ Ed ~or

AdvertisJng Sa~ Executive
Webmaster
Assistant Webmaster
Editortal cartoonist
Freelance (any section)
OffIce Assistant

Th e Columbia Chronicle is the weekly student-prOduCed college
newspaper of Columbia COllege Chicago.
It is published every Monday during the fall and winter semesters. The newspaper has four sections: campus News, Arts &
Entertainment, Commentary and City Beat.

Don't wait, come now... we
plan to hire all positions before
Spring semester ends!
The Columbia

Ch rontc~

33 E. c ongress Suite 224

chronicle@colum.edll
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Congratulations
To the following Student Government Association
winners for the 2007-2008 academic year:

Miles Vance
Art and Design .

Emily Rehm
AEMM

Andrew Breen
Cultural Studies

Scott Williams
Film and Video

Christopher Graham
Interactive Arts and Media

AnnieSlezickey
Journalism

Marisol Rosero
Marketing Communications

Hannah Epley
Photography

Jeff Frieders
Radio

Rachel Irving
Television

Tessana Nemenski
At-Large

.

Matthew Robinson
At-Large

Rachel Stapinsky
At-Large

George Lebessis Jr.
At-Large

Ebony Moseley
At-Large

Kelly Zea
At-Large
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tooth and latching onto
my gums. Their hom·
lied looks whenever 1
flashed a grin gave me
laughs for weeks.
Pmonally, I thooght 1
was ahead of their time
with
my
hilarious
endeavors, but maybe.
I' m just really disgusting.
My fri ends became

more cautious of me
from then on, knowing
my weirdness could
ex plode at any second.

Maybe I am
a weirdo
I've been called a lot of things: spaz,
c reepster, messed up , nulty, c ra zy,
freaky, strange, grosso and even fruitcake. But I've been called a weirdo so
many times that I began to take it as a
compliment. Then I started to think:
Am I rea lly that weird? What makes
me so eccentric compared to my
human counterparts? I know I'm not
the only weird one out there . Let's
compare o ur strange stories an d maybe
we can fi gure this o ut together.
My weirdness was always apparent
but really hit its peak in high school,
which, odd ly enough , is when most
kids are trying to fit in and be cool. Not
me. I remember those days well. I think
mo re than anything, I was so comp letely bored , I did in sane things to get a ri se
out of my robotic classmates.
One time, I smeared a brownie all
over my teeth ri ght before pass ing period. When my friend s were walking
down the hall ( would point my fin ger
at them and g ive a huge smi le filled
with brownie smooshed between each

Unfortu nately for them ,
Ha lloween was right
around

the corner. I

needed a cost ume that
wou ld be unm atched.
And I didn' t want something typically gross,

like dressing up as a giant tampon or
something- that 's just poor taste.
So, of course, I dressed up as a soccer
mom . I wore light-colored, extremely
high rise jeans that were tapered so
sharp ly I could barely get my foot

through the bottom , a tucked in. pale
ye llow mock turtleneck, hu ge blowdri ed hair, a straw visor, a. fl ower
sweater tied around my shoulders, mom
sanda ls and a huge button with a photo
of my brother in a sOCcer uniform .
That was th e day I lost about seven
friends and gained about 10, a ll teachers. The teachers th ought my outfit was
so hilari ous, they would drag me into
th eir classrooms like I was some little
puppy with booties on for everyone to
oogJe at . But my classmates, oh man,
they hated it. They were constantly asking, " How is it poss ible to look so'
gross? Why are you in public like thi s?
Aren 't we supposed to dress slutty on
Halloween? I don 't get it." Agai n, I
thought I was ahead of my tim e, pu lling
a stint like that , but I guess l7-year-o lds
so lution to other peopl e's problem s and
th at relig ions in oth er
nal ions, particu larly
in the Middle East,
are hi ghly ste reotyped
and mi sunde rstood;
he's not quite on the
same page with that.
We ' ve
already
re ac hed the co nclusion th at we don ' t
have much ' in common when it comes to
food , politics, TV
shows, music ... the
li st goes on. And
some friends
are
quick to point out that
fact all the time ; they say we're an odd
match and don't understand how two
people with mostly varying opinions
could get along and date.
Somehow, though, it seems to help
the relationship as opposed to hinder·
ing it. I' ve typically tended to date
guys with similar political views and
interests in the past, so our conversations wou ld basica lly revo lve around
telling each other our ideas and agreeing with the oth er perso n. It was
hunky-dory and endearing to share
related th o ug hts with a s ig nificant
other. Lately I' m rea li zing that politics
and oth er likes and di s like s don't
defi ne a relationship ; in fact, with my
new guy, I reali ze that disagreei ng is

'Politics of love
I' m a moderate liberal. Whi le some
of my friend s claim I' m a hippie simply
because I used to have a hemp wallet
with a peace sign on it as well as ·a general " 'ove and peace" mental ity, I think
J' ve grown out of that phase and moved
on to become a moderate liberal.
My boyfriend, on the other hand, is a
moderate conservative. While the gap
between ou r views isn't very bi g, we
do have different opinions o n various
topi cs. I used to be a vegetarian
beca u ~ of my be liefs that humans
don' t naturally fit into the food chain
nor need animal meat to survive; he
docsn't get the point of vegetariani sm
and h a~ nevc:r questioned the morality
or eati ng meat. I think the war isn' t a

can't handle hilarity in its highest fonn,
according to my standards.
The last enormously weird thing 1
did was when I was a fresbman at
Illinois
State
University
in
Bloomington-Nonnal. 1 was on the
bus, and my bus driver was in a bad
mood. He was super sassy to everyone
on the bus and told people to be silent
as we were riding. 1 knew all he need·
ed was a little love, so I turned to my
friend and sa id, " I know .what wi ll
make him feel better."
I made my way up to the front of the
bus and started singing to him the
unforgettab le power ballad "Total
Eclipse of the Heart." Before 1 began, I
dedicated the song to him , and surpris·
ingly, he didn't ask me to stop singing
once I started. As I got more and more
into it, I started belting the lyrics and
the entire bus was focu sed on my per·
formance , eager to see how the bus
driver would ~spond . My stop was
nearing and as he pulled up to the curb,
I told him thi s was my time to leave.
When I stopped the entire bus
applauded, and 1 got rea lly em bar·
rassed and started heading o ut the door.
As I was going down the steps , the bus
drive r sa id, " Thank you so much.
Maybe I can see you again sometime?"
I started laughing because I couldn 't
come up with a coherent respon se and
ran out th e door as fast as my toots ies
cou ld carry me .
I rea li zed then th at although my
wei rdness is more for the enterta inment
of myself, maybe it can be used for the
improvement of society. Yeah , that's it.
Smearing brownies on my teeth is real ly the answer to soc iety 'S problems.
Whatever, fruitcake .

a lm ost more fun .
The other ni ght as we sal at a neighborhood bar drinking beer and watching the Sox game, we got into a discussion about why I used to be a vegetarian and th en eventually, somehow,
moved onto our views on Islam and if
we think the war is effective. Wh ile
some of hi s viewpoints were bo r~erli n e
angering, I loved th at we were so
engaged in conversation to the point of
m issi ng Tadahito Iguchi ti e u p the
game- which is odd, because our love
of the White Sox is probably one of the
few things we have in common.
I never really thought the rule of
" opposites attract" applied to anyone
other than 16-year-old sweet girls and
their badass boyfriends or Dhanna and
Greg; but now I can see why it still
sometimes works. Even though we
have the . same sense of sarcastic and
goofy humor, our varying viewpoints
keep both of us on our toes and even
makes us, y' know, think about thin gs
in a different way.
It's possible that I' m the last person
to realize the appeal in dating someone
that doesn ' t think like me. But regardless, I'm happy to say I've stepped out
of my moderately liberal box and discovered that the other side isn 't all bad.
in fact, it 's more 'than moderately hot
and fun .

Angry men ruled the World of Jackass this week.
- No one likes a rude awakening from_a deep
s leep, especially early in the morniq. But that's
exact ly what Caroline Marienau got on April 23 as
her jackass soon-ta-be ex-husband decided to ,how
up on her doorstep at 7 a.m . and demand she bring
him a cigarette.
Eric D. Marienau, intoxicated and in desperate
need of a smoke, became angry when Caroline dido' t oblige. And instead of walking away, he decided
to do the next best thing: ram his truck into her
house. The Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, man was arrested
after he drove hi.s full·size Chevy Silverado truck "at
a high rate of speed" toward the garage area of the
house at least two times, according to police as
reported by the Canadian Press.
Because of the impact, police said a 1993 Ford
Ranger parked inside the garage was pushed about
four feet into a bedroom . Though no one was
injured, both vehicles and the house sustained s ig·
nificant damage.
We can see why Caroline decided to ditch this
jackass.
Alec Baldwin was endearingly odd in
Beetlejuice. He was an endearing badass in The
Departed. He was a jackass father in Running with
ScissorJ. And in real life, well, it turns out he's kind
of a jackass father, and not in an endearing way.
Baldwin and his ex·wife. Kim Basinger, have been
going through bitter times the last couple years with
divorcing and pursuing child custody, but things got
juicy last week when a message Baldwin left on
daughter's voicemailleak:ed OD the Internet:
" You don't have the brains or the decency as a
human being. I don't give a damn that you're 12 years
old, or II years old, or that you' re a child, or that your
mother is a thoughtless pain in the ass who doesn't
care about what you do, as far as I'm concerned ...
You are a rude, thoughtless little pig, OK?"
The above quotes are just various excerpts that
Baldwin left for his 12 (or II ?)-year-old daughter,
which can be heard in its entirety on youtube.com. It
seems Baldwin has been pushed around and taken
advantage of too much, and his best solution is to
take it out on his pre·teen kid . What a jackass.

tbreyne@chronidemail.com

- T. Bny".

cmahlmeisler@chronic!email.com

Rallngs Guide

ChrIssy Mahlm.lll.r - cmahlm.lsl.r@chranlcl.mall.com - (312) 344-8975
Krlltln KoII.r - kkall.r@chronlcl.mall.com - (312) 344-8970
CCIIherlne RIgod - c'~h,onlcl.mall.com - (312) 344-8971

JACKASS OF THE WEEK

So, Is that movie
worth watching?
That CD worth
buying? Count
the hearts In
each review and
u.. thll handy
chart to lind out,

~oooo

Complete Crap
Download It
Pretty Entertaining
Very Good

Word Up
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Calendar
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Tiffany
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lHlNGS I'M lERRIRED OF

POST-GRADUAllON STRESS
RBJEVERS

REASONS WHY lUKE
WWW.PEOP\.E.COM

G r adu a ting: I recentl y overheard some
frie nds discussing their plans for summer break and came to the shocking
realization that it's not a break for me.
It's 'just life. For 18 years, school has
always been on the agenda for fall. Now
it's the vast unknown. Yikes.

Montana: I got a job working for Project
Vote-Sm~. Two weeks after graduating I
will leave the city of 2.5 million big
shoulders for Philipsburg, Mont. 's population of 900 until the end of the 2008
election cycle. I never thought researching politicians and riding horses could be
done at the same place. I was wrong.

G r eat news upd ates: Who else wou ld
take the time to let me know that Lance
Bass is "loving the single life," or that
Tyra Banks didn't mean to stiff a
restaurant $120 after a lunch, but
rather just forgot? This is the stuff that
rea ll y matters.

Death : I' m not afraid of my own death,
but I am terrified of dealing with it
whi le I'm alive. It 's not that I lack compassion or sympathy; I just don't know
how to deal with death. When the subject comes up 1 usually crack jokes and
smile. What terrifies me is offending
someone by awkwardly grinning from
ear-ta-ear w'hen they talk about their
loss. At the risk of looking like a jackass, I avoid the topic.

Bonnaroo: Yes, I am going to get twisted
at this music festival in Tennessee-by
playing "Twister" of course. The Police,
Tool, White Stripes, Wileo and as much,
urn, supplemental entertainment my little
heart desires. Dh, and my station wagon
has two open seats if there are any taker~ .

Feet: They're disgusting. Period. They' re
smelly and sweaty and collect dirt and
grime everywhere they go. I'd cut off my
own if I didn't need them to balance
myself and walk.

Arcade Fire: If it wasn't for their
endorsement of the stupid "Red
Campaign" that had Bono and Oprah running around Chicago trying to get consumers to buy things to help AIDS, they
would be my favorite band. Nevertheless,
they are still awesome. I have one ticket
to see them on May 20.

T he da rk: I fall asleep with the TV on
every night. Not because I'm interested
in a program that's play ing, but because
both the ambient sound and light from
the screen put my child-like mind at
ease in my dark bedroom. If it were
socially acceptable, I'd just get a night-

I Sailed Wit h Magell an: This Stuart
Dybeck book about chi ldhood tales in
Chicago was adapted into a play, and my
dear friend Justin Cholewa is playing
Oybeck's character. 1can't wait to see him
on stage when it opens on June 8 at the
Biograph Theater, 2433 N. Lincoln Ave.

light.

To r na dos: Here in the Midwest, these
monsters are as bad as Mother Nature
gets. There 's something about the idea
of being sucked into a funnel cloud that
makes my heart pound out of my chest.
And the jarring, screeching tornado
sirens don' t help ease the fear.

Time: I cannot fathom what it will feel
like to be able to foc us all of my immediate attention on one thing. Without the
newspaper to worry about or school or
social respons ibility in Montana, I will
have the time to read again. No more pencils, no more books, no more teachers'
dirty looks ... school 's out forever.

Top not ch invasive photos: 1 love
. watc hing Ashlee Simpson and Pete
Wentz's gross love blossom in each new
photo album. And the element of surprise they manage to catch on celebrity's faces as they take a stroll or go
shopping is quite impressive.
Matth ew McCo na ughey coverage:
used to think Matthew was a sexy,
Southern stud. But now, thanks to the
never-ending shirtless photos of him
working out, I think he's a dud . Thanks,
People, for revealing the true dude.
Fas hio n Faceoff: Sometimes celebs
pull a doozy and wear the exact same
outfit while out on the town.
People. com gives readers the chance to
really voice their opinion on who looks
better in the cute black mini : Hilary
Duff or Nicky Hilton?
Ce lebrity Fun Facts: Did you know
that Jennifer Gamer was a saxophone
playi ng band geek in hi gh school? Well,
you co uld know thi s and so much more
after checking out the overwhelmingl y
j uicy celebri ty di sh on this fab websi te.

MONDAY
The Gene Siskel Film Center, 164 N.
State St., presents an evening of win·
ning submissions from the student
Academy Awards. The showcase will
screen the best In such categories as
dramatic presentation and animation.
The program starts at 6:30 p.m. with a
pre-show reception at 5:45 p.m.
Tickets: $9. $7 for students, $5 for Film
Center members and $4 for The School
of the Art Instit ute of Chicago students.
For more information, call (312) 846·

2600.

TUESDAY
Loca l author Elizabeth Berg will read
passages from her new novel, Dream
When You're Feeling Blue, at the Book
Cellar, 4736 N, lincoln Ave. The story is
about Irish sisters living in Chicago during World Wa r II. The event is free and
starts at 7 p.m:

WEDNESDAY ·
The Partly Dave Show is presenting an
evening of cabaret. Spa,.wned from
Pansy King. the creator of the NeoFuturistS, the show featu res a mix of
musicians and parody. The show starts
at 7:30 p.m . at the Neo-futurarium ,
5153 N. Ashland Ave. Admission is. suggested at $ 12, but there is a sliding
scale:.- depending on the roll of the dice.

tHURSDAY
The poetry Center, 4437 N. Broadway,
has a new reading series beginning
tonight at 8 p,m . Spoken word and fea·
tured readings are followed by an ope nmic portion of the evening. Ad m iSSion is
$5. For more information, -visit poetrycenter.org or call (312) 899· 7483.

FRIDAY

Exposure

Splderman fans can check out the lat·
est film installment, Splder-Man 3-t he
IMAX way. IMAX has digitally re·mas·
tered the flick for intensified picture and
sound quality. The showing is at Navy
Pier's IMAX theater, 6 00 E Grand Ave.
~o passes or discounts allowed at this
one, and ad vanced purchase is strongly
advised. For)more Information. visit
Imax.com/ Chlcago.

SATURDAY
It's Cinco de Mayo, and time to commemorate and kick off a love of microbrews at Handlebar, 2311 W. North
Ave. Indiana brewery Three Floyds is
having a day of beer, bands and food.
The fun is called t he "Gumballhead
Kick-off Pa rty," and with a title like that,
what reason is there to not go? For
more information, visit handlebarchicago,com.

SUNDAY

Andrew A Nelles/The Ch ronIcle
Ught and shadow play a powerful role in ph otogra phy; specifica lly wit h t his image . The ha rsh light and strong shadows are
com bined with the straight vantage point, which em phasizes the shape and form on his body, calling attention to the form
of his arms.

His holiness the Dalai Lama will be
speaking at the HarrIs Theater, 205 E.
Randolph St., in Millennium Park, his
first appea rance in Chicago since 1999.
His time will be divided into twa sessions, 9:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. For
more information and ticket prices. visit
dalailamachicago.com.

AM I
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Julia Alvarez adds new page to forgotten story
By Aioha Qldwae/ Staff Wriler
Outlining about SIX YC3 TS o f
!"I.'search fo r he r new n ovel.
:Iulhor Julia Alvarez IIItro duccd
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Julia A/varellntroduces her new bOok:5<Mng the World: at the

bro ught hiS family 10 thc CHnl,
said he read., Al va rez's booLs In
Spanish, and ha.s go uen hi children 10 read Ihem 8$ well
" I like the facI that she 51111
goes back 10 the Domini can
Republi c, and II also like I what
she kno ws ," Mala sa id , '" think
It'. mterestlng that . he evolves
but she 51111 writeS about the
Domlnl e.n Republic and her
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But Alvarez spoke about gel'
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Dill:

Time:
Place:

Wednesday, Nay 2, 2007
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Airline travelers can seek significant others thanks to AirTroductions.com
By Chrissy Mahlmeister/ A&E Editor

T he anXiety heightens as the
traveler makes hi s or her way
down the airplane ais le. Seopi ng
out the scene, it 's a red-faced
cryin g baby, a man crumbling
Funyuns all over hi s chest or a
creepy· loo king guy. Of course,
the only attract ive person o n the
plane the traveler wi shed he or
she could have sat next to is
squished agains t the window
nex t to some chatt y to urists.
Nonnally. the trave ler would
pass Tight by a potential "date"
and continue to have an hour
and a half of cramped misery,
but that doesn ' ( have to be the
case anymore .
AirTroductions.com is a websi te that helps maximi ze the
importance o f th e time used
whi le sitting o n a plane by finding a potential seal mate before
even hoarding .
Peter Shankman, the founder o f
AirTroducrions, said the website
allows people to make better use
of their travel time.
" We spend so much time in the
air, in hotels and in rental cars and
we don't make the best use of our
time there," Shankman said. "For
all we know, we could be on a
flight and the biggest love of our
life is one row behind, but we

Graphic by Joshua Covarrubias

don't even Jaiow it."
AirTroductions works like any
other online dating site. First, users
set up a profil e and then submit a
flight itinerary, and the website
will show all the matches on the
flight. From there, the person can
pick who they want to contact and
the other person can either accept
or deny the request.
Anyone can sign up, but every
profile has to be approved by
AirTroductions. Once a match is
made, the couple can meet at the
airport past the security checkpoint.

Shankman created the website
a year and half ago because he
cons tantly travels. On one ni ght
to Texas, Shankman had a fun
flight with a lady he sat nex t to
and figured everyone should have
that type of fl ying experience.
. " It 's a muc h m ore use ful
fl ight than going from poi nt A to
point B," Shankman sa id. "We
cou ld be ri ght down the hall
from ano th er fellow runn er or
fe llow golfer and you wouldn' t
even know."
The people that are drawn to
AirTroduct io ns are usuall y very

busy and don 't hllve time to
look for dates, but accordin g to
Shankman, "They might as well
kill two birds w ith one stone and
try doing it."
But Dianna Bolen, a Chicago
counselor and pro fessional life
coach specializing in relationship
issues , said people co ns tantly
trave ling need to slow down .
"You have to make a choice of
whether you wa nt a relationship
and to invest the time that it takes
to have one or not," Bo len sa id.
" If you' re not wi lling to slow
down enough to find a relation-

_
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ship , how the heck cou ld you
slow down enough to keep it?"
Although it is common for
people to tum to dating websites. M arga ret Mason, a certifi ed relationship therapi st and
workshop presente r of "Getting
the Love You Want ," said 10 be
ca refu l before logg ing on.
" People aren ' t always honest
wi th who they are and present
themse lves in ways that are perhaps mi sleading," Mason sa id .
" I think it can be painfu l sometimes to go through the w hole
process because of the w ho le
idea that you're defin ite ly
bein g scrutinized."
Although there are downfalls
to the online datin g scene and
AirTroductio ns, bo th therapists
agree that it's better than nothing at all.
" We need all the help we ca n
ge t," Bolen said. "There isn' t
o ne right way to meet a person
and the more different doors
you open end loo k behind, the
more like ly you are to find the
big pri ze."

cmllhlmeister@chroniclemllil.com
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lukin' iokesler
Reggie Wafts' shows combine music, film and comedy
By Kristin Kalter/ Assistant A&E Editor
R ~~le

Walts is probabl y Illost
for playing the role as Icad
SIn\!t'r III !.he hand M nkfub. But
Ihl'~l1lllSl(ian h",s d ecidl..-d 10 fake n
nc\\ path and start domg S010.
1..'1('\\'11

311(,:01!1I1\'C COl1ll'tiIC pcrfonnan((~ .

HI s
s hows
tUn'l'
been
descnbt.'d :'IS a nux of 311cndlllg :I
club. (o ncen and standup s how
bCl'3USl' he Inco rporates lin pro\'I se-d musIC and lilms a long w llh
hIs monologues
Watts IS domg two .sho ws at the
LlkcshoTe Theater. 3175 N.
Bm.1.dw3Y ,-\ \'c .• o n M ay 4 and 5 .

He took some lime to talk W ith
The C hromc le about hi s new
dlltttlon. where 11 has lakcn hml
:md where he wants to go.
Th~

CbronkJto: " 'hy did you

decide to incorponle music
",-ith C"Of11f'dy?
Reggie Watts '
r\"e al\\'ays
been a mUSICian, bu t I'\'e always
be-cn Interested 10 comedy. After

a certam penod of tunc With a
band. I thoughl II 1A'OUld be rc.JUy
cool 10 Iry and do comedy

\\-bal an tom" rumpla ofthr
ronlrnl of your comrdy Ihows~
1"11 lalk aboul s..ndard thmgs
like raCism and ~~ualn )' and
technolog) 3101 M ost of lhe hme
I'm makmg fun o f the tOP IC'S tholt

comedians generall y ta lk about
They ta lk about drugs- although
I do like to talk about dmgs- and
they talk about politics :1 lot and
sex uality and all thllt stu ff : it's a
mixture . But the fCason I'm ta lk·
109 about those things IS because
I'm Illaklllg fu n of those tOPICS
and (hI' way thai they a rc us uall y
done by comedians.
Do )'OU think )'OU relltr ~'rllto
otbrr c:omtdilns or do you
think 50rnr of thrrn think ,",'ha,
yo u'rr doing is stnngr?
[Laughs) II dcpends on Ihc
t)'J)e of scene genermtl y. You
know, therc's {\ movement o f
comedy called alternative' comedy. In the alt~ahvc: scene, we' re
.U Iilc:nds .nd · wc aU 8« .Iong
With each other. Wc do produc.
lion and VIdeos and go to each
other's shows. so I never really
had. problem lh<n:.

What do maimtrnm cornf'dbm
think of altrmadn comrdiam?
M atn.'§tream comed um."I ha ve I
problem wHh wme o f the alter·
nall\e comahan! b«-aU5C thc:y'n:
s tealing Ihe pr~ llnd IIltC'ntion
from m.lm.5tream comedy They
do n ' l rully ha\C' an)'lhm g 10
worry about but 5<'mc o f thoK
o ld·"hool comic' arC' .. Iillk bit

biller about the competition. I
never view anythi ng as competi·
tion .

Art you also working on a new
mush: album ?
Yes. I'm working o n two
albums, I'm wo rkin g on a musi c
comedy album and I'm also
worklllK on {\ music album with
M.klub.

watts
Regg,e Watts will bring his music and comedy to the Lakeshore
Theater, 3175 N. Broadway Ave., on May 4 and 5.

\Vhat path an you morr dedi·
uted to right now?
I'm definitely more dedtcated
to my solo career ri ght now.

of my success and I don't know

Whit Irtist. or com~llns do
you look up to or rHpC"Ct now?
I hke a guy named Stewart
Lee. He ', really amazing. Eddie
Izzard. I hkc Olvid Cross and
Todd Barry. Hc ', lOlally hilari,

\Vhere do you call home DOW?
Now I live 1.0 New York. I'm
from Montana but lived in Seattle
for a lo ng lime. I moved to
Seallie because I didn ' t get
accepted to acting school in New

0'''.

whether thaI'. good or bad al this
point '

York.

lIow would you NY your caJ'ftr
and Ufr ban cbanged lin« you
stanf'd dofng romrdy?
[laugh.. [ I wou ld say thai ,, ',
changed In • way that's allo wed
me fO e:<pcnment Wlth • new Side
o f myse lf It enlbles mc. to
uplorc Ill)' IdelLS more readily
and (take I "'("'nlro!. which I~ 3150 .
lln amaTing Ihln ~ Vollhm It'-t lf
I'm the o ne completel y 10 chaT¥('

\Vbue do you hope your uJft.r

1. coine In lM fUture?
1 bop< il fail,. '[laughs) [ jusl
want 10 get to • point where . ..

one o f my are.lesl days [will be)
wbcn I'll have medical insurance
that I can pay for,
lfa"r you bren to Chicago
bC'forr. and what a" you look·

InR rorward to on this rrip?

['m looking forward 10 playing
the Lakeshore [Theal.,). It', a
dope theater. I've seen pictures of
il; il looks really fun. I've played
[in Chicago) many times, bul
never staycd there that long. But.
I am going 10 go check oul this
badass restaurant, that I forgot
the name of, but it's this weird
futuristic restauranC
they
use liquid nitrogen to freeze
foods and these weird thennal
lechniques they dewl"". Thcy
use the same types of.food thc:y
use for NASA b.1I the restauranl
I'o!l!!as well.
acrually serveS
II', super, super exp<DSI~
a
friend of mine is the cbef. and [If
pic ked him up on his offill, for
dinner.

where

Ualler@CJrroniclemoil.com

Rape, lneest, Malwtatlori, Stalldng;.fr I e are
some of the most frequent fonns of vtolet;Ke
expertenced by college students.
Anne's Home pt o<tldes pt afaslonlll, Wir3d<M1daI, ..... langtenn couJUellna to col.... stuct.nts who haft ..... sexuIIIIy
assa.JtWd. w. prcMde ...w- ~ the -..It took
place 10 days allo or 10 yews lIIo. OUr services _ located
off-campus for maximum privacy,
bodt
and
WOrn.\. Please call (847) 604-1911 or vtstt us on the web at

w. _w

www.an~.Of.I.

Anne's Home provkles
Help on YOUR tenns!
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More than they

hooped for
Thwap. The plastic hoop hit the studio floor
around Kathy Anderson's bare feet. She quiCRly
looRed around, and sheepishly lifted it bacR up
around her waist. It was her first time, and hoop
dancing was harder than she expected. But her
embarrassment seemed to evaporate as the other
six wamen hula-hooping around her burst into
vigorous applause.
She hurled the hoop around her waist once more. Thwap.
Again, ~· hit the floor. More clapping, more cheering and even a

Story by Steve Yaccino
Graphics by Kimi Badger

sibilities awaiting anyone willi ng to set it in motion.
"It's more about developing a connection and union with the hoop. rather than making it do
what you want." Gomez sai d. "You become one with it."
After hearing of a burgeoning hooping scene in California, Gomez founded the company
Chicago Hoop Dance last November with the intent of exposing the city to hoop dancing as a new
form of exercise and moving meditation. In addition to her yog;! classes, she leads ongoing grouQ
hooping lessons every other Thursday at VOg;! Now studio, 742 N. LaSalle St., and plans to offer
more intens.e SiXMto 12M week courses this summer at other studios around the Chlcagoland area.
From the outside, VOg;! Now could easily be overlooked, lost among the boisterous bustle of
Chicago's River North community. Inside, however; everything seemed at rest. The walls were paint·
ed in ea rthy tones, insulated by recycled denim jeans and decorated by bamboo strips that

whistle or two. :rhe sound of a hoop falling is the sound of learn·

reached from fioor to ceiling every few feet. The air was thick, like stepping into a rainforest, and

ing, said Mercedes Gomez, the class's instructor. Everyone was

Instantly Inv~d a soothing. almost cleansing, sweat.

laughing-not at Anderson, nor anyone else-they were just laugh·
ing and smiling, moving their hips to t he beat of house music as

"This place specifically has harmony," Gomez said. "It feels lllie the walls are breathing. It
feels different here. There's always healing going on."

the hoops orbited their bodies.

The twir~ing hoops were no more than bent PVC pipes; simple Irrig;!tion tubing purchased at a

Across the country, people are using the hula·hoo p as an

local hardware store and decorated with vibrantly Colored "friction generating tape." Each ,one

emerging art form that blurs the line between performance and

Gomez made by hand and sold for $35 to $45 depending on the size and amount of ' pizzazz.~

fitness. Some are calling it the new yoga, others a recreat ion of

Unlike t he mass-produced children's hoops, t hese were heavy and 40 to 45 inches wide, in order

the chi ldhood game. Gomez said people have trouble getting

to slow its rotation and allow more time and freedom to invest in dance and self-expression.

motivated to pursue healthy lifestyles, and Americans face an
epidemic of stress and 'O'be~ity. She ca lls hoop dancin~ a ,f un way

Anderson. 30, wasn't the only one struggling during the class on the evening of April 19.
While some of t he women effortlessly swung the hoops around and,around, intimate with the"inerM

to unwind whi le toning abs and freeing minds. And while all of

tia, others staggered with

these may be true, hoop dancing is about so much more than an

arms held high, resem·

exercise or activity. It's about spirituality. It's about self-expres-

bling cavemen frantically

sion and self-discovery. It's about the hoop and the endless pos·

attempting to sca re a
bea r away. Each student
pract iced moves of varyM
ing difficulty. Some were
basic. like trYing to keep

"Sexiness comes from
your heart. That's what'
the hoop 'm ovement is
doing, it's bringing it out."
-Heather Crosby

the hoop off the floor,
while others attempted more advanced techniques, such as fluidly transitioning the spinning plastic into a lasso twirl overhead and back down around the waist. Everyone dropped their hoops mul·
tiple times. never unaccompanied by a series of hoots and hollers from the other partiCipants.
"This is t he part where I turn my hula hoop into a jump rope: Anderson said half way through
the evening.
And although she was joking, no one would have thought twice if she had. That was the beauty of ft: There was no "wrong way" to hula·hoop. Soon the applause became infrequent, not
because the women were dropping hoops less often. but because when they dllj, they continued
~anclng as If they had meant to, as If ~ was part of the routine. They would simply pick

It up on

beat, throw it around their waists and keep going.
Brooks Hall, a 36,year-old student, said the inclusive atmosphere has given her the opportun i·
ty to lenoose and bring out her inner ch ild.
"It's a place to let free and scream with a bunch of ladies," she said. "When you get older, you

History

of the
Hoop
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~ r :-. t.':. .
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a g(lme for children, as we ll as

ca using hea rt a tt nc l~s
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roll 1l1c lI ' (HI th e wound usin g

odu lt exorcise for thoso not ath·
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letlc enough for more Intense
sports. Th e hoops wore m Ade of
mey! lod mOlal strips.

t il e two act ivities.
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get trapped in a box sometimes of who you're supposed to be and huliHlooping is very liberat·
ing."
And then there's Chrtstabel Bemor, Gomez's Instructor and founder of the San Franciscobased company Hoop Girt whose tagline is "Get fit, feel sexy, have fun," She said the liberation of
the hoop was the best thing that has ever happened to her. Six years ago, she was working on a
doctorate in cultural anthropology when she first discovered the activity. After practicing in the
park wrth her boom box, she decided

to leave behind her dream of becoming a university profes-

sor and devoted her life to studying the hoop instead. She now makes hula hoops and instruc·
tiona I DVOs, while training other instructors from the United States. canada and England.
"[Hooping] was so easy." she said. "It was such a remarkable sensocy difference between
trying to get the Ph.D. and making money hooping that I just decided to hoop."
Although Bemor often dresses in exotic costumes when she dances, she said hooping is
about more than just performing and losing weight. It has made her feel more comfortable with .
her body. Because skin is a much better surface for the hoop to ad here to than fabric, she
began wearing less clothing, thus invoking a new confidence in herself.
Heather Crosby, another of Bemor's pupils and founder of the Chicago-based compa ny
HooperPower, said hooping is redefining sexiness. She said it's about confidence and freedo~
rather than

~silicone

and outward

appearance . ~

"We're constantly reminded of what we don 't have, what we don 't look like, and there's
something about the hoop that creates this space," she said. "Sexiness comes from your heart.
That's what the hoop movement is doing, it's bringing that out."
Crosby is scheduled to teach "HooperCamps" this summer in various parks around Chicago
and believes the city's hooping community, which currently consists of only a few performers and
instructors, is poised for a major explosion.
However, the idea of hooping is hardly new. Although it is rooted in ancient Egyptian, Greco
and Roman cultures in the form of children's games and even adult fitness, the performance
and philosophy of this practice may be more accurately traced back to Native American tradi-

Top: At the end of the hooping class, participants create
a tunnel made of hula hoops and one by one travel
through it while being supported by their fellow hoopers.

tions.
Kevin Locke lives in the Standing Rock Lakota Reservation in South Dakota and has performed the traditional Lakota hoop dance in more than 58 countries at schools and festivals.
Locke said the traditional dance represents the tangible relationship between heaven and
earth. The hoop symbolizes unity, harmony and continuity, he said.

Below: Mercedes Gomez, who teaches a hoop dancing
class at Yoga Now, shows off some moves for her class
on Apri! 19.

"Any scientist studying this creation will tell you that everything forms to the hoop of life, " he
said. ~E'ven thEf srriallest proton, neutron and 'electron is bound by the laws of creation. There's
no end to

i~"

.. .

He said the traditional hoop dance is choreographed prayer, intended to restore the people
to wholeness and we ll-being.
~ It 's

not j ust physi ca l. it's not just emotional, it's not just mental. but it's spiritual, " he sa id.

"It's not j ust individual, but a collective whol eness."

As the April 19 session ended, the women at Yoga Now formed t heir own ci rcle of bodies
standing in the middle of the studio. Each took turns performing in the center, whi le the others
cheered her on. Gomez called it "The Jam."
To "ja m" ta~es three steps: Th e ent rance, the performan ce and the exit. And as each
woman entered the circle with her hoop, it was as if her life was playing in fast-for wa rd motion.
Each took part in the ultimate. inevitable cycle of existence. They entered, they performed and
then were finished. Only no one judged; they just applauded. Their praise was not reliant on skill
or difficulty. The woman performing could do what~ver she pleased, for as long as she pleased.
It didn 't matter, She was free. Nothing mattered, except that she held nothing back.
And once everyone had danced, the group aligned their hoops to form a tunnel. Before leaving, each woman would speak of a desire and pass through this tunnel in pursuit of it. while the
rest of the group affirmed the request in uniformed echo, "Joy," they shouted together.
"Tranquility." One by one, they pass through and out the other side. " Perseverance." "Power."1t
was their re-assimilation into the world awaiting them, a transition back into their adult. city lives.
"ca lm strength : "Fun:
"What people do here reflects what they do out there: Gomez said. "If you can change your
habits in here, in a safe place, you're going to do that outside, " .

~
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Richard Knerr and Arthur "Spud"

Japan banned the hula hoop

American acrobat Ken Kovach set

In Kaohsiu ng, Taiwan,

Australian Ka reena Oates

Melin, founders of the Wham.Q

due to inappropriate hip

the Guinness ·World Rec&d for com-

2,290 people hula·hooped

kept 100 hula hoops spinning

toy company, created the first

movements. The Soviet

pleting 101 revolutions

for more than two min-

at once for three full revolu-

plastic hula hoop in America.

Union also outlawed the

hoop in a minute while somersault-

utes, setting the world

t ions, setting the Guinness

Over the next decade, they sold

activity for representing the

ing on a trampoline. He later broke

record for sim ultaneous

World Record.

more than 100 million hula

-emptiness of American cul-

his record on the -Uve With Regis

hooping.

hoops. The fad. however, lasted

ture. '"

and Kathy Lee " ShO~ with 129 revo-

on ly for a few years.

lutions in one minute.
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a hula
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Reviews
Bright Eyes'
has the most surprising
album cover ever, complete
with a "spectral decoder" that
reveals the albwn 's artwork.
The new tracks are markedly
more optimistic, ranging
from euphoric ballads to toetappin' Americana. The only
downer: Oberst's voice,
joined in a sweet chorus of
his Saddle Creek chums,
seems to lack the grit of his
earlier albums. -S Harvey

May 7, is any indication of
what the rest of the songs will
sound like, she definitely won't
disappoint-as usual. The beats
in this song are unusual for her,
but, thanks to Timbaland, who
worked on the song, it's definitely a sign of good things to
come from Bjork. -J. Ga!liart

The 40th anni versary issue of
Rolling Stone oozes rock 'n'
roll with its collection of 20
interviews with the "artist
and leaders who helped
shape our time." Make sure
to check out the Tom Wolfe,
George McGovern and Jack
Nicholson interviews from
the flock. Oh yeah, Keith
Richards is still alive. Dragon Head VOl, 1
- C.Jakubowski
Mlnetaro Mochlzuld

manga '
chesty ladies running
around with giant animals,
then check out this super
creepy series. The story
begins when a train full of
students derails in a mountain
tunnel and leaves few survivors. Dragon Head is a
nicely disturbing read for a
rainy evening while home
alone. - H. Clauss

blah; not
second half:
worth reading. We rec,,,rlln,:nd
the list of recommended books
composed by recommended
authors, the "real" Colbert
report, the profile on a 13-yearold baseball team owner and the
interview with the Donald's
sexy youngun'. The Ivanka.
- T Breyne .

As if both Fox and Simon
Cowell discovered they really do have hearts, nobody
was sent home last week on
"American Idol." We don't
watch it for the feel-good
moments, we watch it for the
embarrassing flops and
dream-crushing eliminations.
Where did you go wrong
" Idol"? - A. Riggio

to create another terrible reality show about life in
Hawaii. This show is just
about as shallow as the entire
cast of male surf instructors.
The only reason to even consider watching this waste of
thirty minutes is to check out
the surfers' hot bodies.
-H. Graham

Chicago~based Reel Jem will
debut its new album , For
Real, June I, and it definitely
holds more hits than cl unk ~
ers. Their sound is like
Restin or Tara Jane O 'Neil
with hints of Throwing

Muses. Some of the standouts include the title track,
"Closer" and "You Crossed

Reel Gem .
For Real

the Line," Give the albwn a

Bright Eyes

spin. -E.Kasang

cassadaga

Living lahaina

MTV

Typos on neoo signs

A sign declaring in neon blue
letters "We Delivery" hangs
proudly in the only window
of the Gold Coast's Empire
Chinese Food. Just blocks
away, all-night diner
Michael's North Restaurant
shows off its recent remodel
with signage reading "We
Baked Our Own Bread"---so,
they baked irone time? Or,
they used to bake their own?

Umbrella

April may be over, :but it left
an ugly scar on my collection
of accessories. My umbrella
was the victim of some violent winds last week and
flipped completely inside-out
while I walked downtown.
Sure, I could blame the April
rain for this. But I'd rather
blame the crappy quality of
the umbrella. - A. Riggio

-8. Palmer

Premium Blend

new

album

GQ M&g/IlIne .
May 2007 Issue

which comes out

Anyone
with E! 's 'The
Soup" will enjoy "The Showbiz
Show with David Spade." Spade
basically ruthlessly makes fun of
everyone in Hollywood. This is a
great show to watch if you come
across it on the TV Guide
menu.-G Siefo
The Showbiz show with
David Spade

Planets orbiting Gllese

Scientists have-found a planei>'~
roughly 21 light years away
from Earth in the habitable
zone of a star called Gliese
581. Models run on the planet
so far lead us to believe it may
be covered in oceans. So \ t
could theoretically support life
of some kind. Get conquering,
earth scientists.
'-S. Baltrukonis

581

Contriband

Taking a closer look at Chicago's
local bands
Take seven guys from various backgrounds, with different influences and styles
ranging from 'rock to hip~hop and you get
Contriband, which stands for "contribution
band."
Emcees Universe Neo and Ronbe, who is
also known as Lifeone; OJ Stizo, who also
emcees and plays trumpet; 'Alan Thicke,
bass; Mike Fire. drums; Boggie G, guitar;
and KP, keyboards, make up the band.
They are gearing up for the release of their
new album, Shorties Catch in , Fireflies, on
June I, their first album since a hiatus and
replacement of some band members. Fire
talked with The Chronicle about the new
direction the band is now going in and the
roles each of them play within the group.
The Chronicle: With all your different
InfJuencell, how do you complement each
other mwdcally'!
Mikc Firc : As the band is now, I think
we all comp lcment each other pretty wel l.
J thfnk what 's ni cc about the band is that
there's definitely a 101 (If different influc n c c ~ hecause uf all the d iffer ent backg Ulund s Some of the guys <.: ome from a
"If/ug h! ~lI p . hflr Iba ck~ roundJ, sOlli e 0 1 liS
(.ome from ; 1 mtlre lOc k backglolUul or a
flJllk backv,tl lu nd . So what we hrln g to !he
tab le HI InH tlwn Htyle but we turll 11 IIJlO

something that unifies.
How do you label your music?
That's our toughest question. It is hip-hop
because we have rappeTS, but the rappers
also sing. So there's a lot of melody in our
songs. In nonnal hip-hop, they don't have as
much melody and singing as we do, and like
I said, because of the uniqueness of the
band, the elements we bring, like live instrumentation, we don't do a lot of programmed
beats. We have keys, trumpet, live guitar, so
it's a blend. It is hip· hop music, but it's a
blend of rock, POP. jazz, soul. You know, we
like to mix it up.
Do you write all original songs, or do you
play covers?
We do make all original music, but we
play shows that maybe for like two sets,
we'll throw in some covers. Contriband is
really all about having fun and good music
where you c:.m move to. We always like to
Ihrow in some fun covers that the audience
will like. We change it lip . To give you un
examp le, we did "Electric Avenue," just odd
songs like thul , Ihllt we ' ll pull Ollt and people reeogni l-e . but we make it our own .
Huw would YO Il dCillc rlhc your live ~how'!
A hve Hhow is elll cl'tninillg. The two MCs

are really good frontmen. They like to talk
with the crowd, joke around and have a good
time. I think the band is really tight and pe<>pie really enjoy it.
Did you guy. know each other before
this'!
Ron and Neo sturted out [together]. J've
known Ron nnd AI from previous bands,
from just being in the Chicago music scene
for yenrs. When they started out in 2002,
they huci "nother keybollrd player and backlip singers. It really wns a completely diffcr~
cnt bund. '111C sounds they were doing buck
then, it WitS II little more electronic. more
progrmnmed, but with the new members,

it's definitely gone in a more live direction. I
think Neo and KP have been friends a long
time. KP is also in a band called the Pacifies,
a straight hip-hop band. DJ Steezo has been
on board since day one, and I knew Ron and
AI. And they asked me to come audition
when they were thinking of reforming, so
that 's how I got involved.

COlltriba"d will be at Subterranean, lO ll
W North Ave.. on May 17 and Metro, 3730
N. Clark St., Ott Jlme I . For mOlYl ;nforma~
timJ, visit myspace.t:omlc;ontribancl or con ~
Irib<md.com.

- K. K("I~r
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PS2's College Hoops 2K7
Nothing changes from last year's installment except new packaging
By George P. Siefo/Assistant Campus News Editor

Once a gamer experiences the
supreme power of the XBOX 360
it becomes painfu l to play anything
on the PS2 .

Garners may find themselves in
this predicament when they have
10 review SEGA's College Hoops
2K7- a game that's also on the
XBOX 360-for the graphicallyoutdated PS2.
And after sampling this game,
PS2 's College Hoops 2K7 isn't
even wonh the bargain-priced
$19.99 sticker.
For starters, the NCAA doesn't
allow its athletes to be featured in
video games, so the game doesn't
carry any of the acrual p layer
names. Instead, the. first time you
pop in the game it will "randomly
generate" names for all the players. While it does feature more
than 200 real teams and rates each
athlete similar to their real life abilities, the absence of the players'
true name becomes an annoyance
that ultimately takes away from the
expenence.
Game play-wise, College Hoops
2K7 is a lot like its older brother,
NBA 2K7. Players can set up
designed plays, create a franchise
and scout prospects. It's practically
the same game but with college
rules and weaker graphics.
Another complaint is that athletes miss far too many lay-ups
and way too many steals occur

throughout the course o f a game.
In fact, in the first game played,
there were 14 steals with one
player.
The only true standout, however, is the game's sound. Every
school chants its own fight song
effectively and cheers according to
the play's impact, something NBA
2K7 executes poorly. For example,
if the home team goes on a 10-0
run, the crowd gradually goes nuts.
Make a steal and an easy two
points, and you'll get a moderate
reaction from fans.
Because of the crowd noise,
momentum becomes a huge factor.
The first attempt playing the game
involved the Kansas Jayhawks and
the opposing Coastal Carolina
Chanticleers. In case you 're wondering, Kansas is a powerhouse
team while the Chanticleers are
some no-name school featured in
the game.
A lack of knowledge w ith
College
Hoops
gave
the
Chanticleers an upper hand. It
wasn't long before they went on a
12-0 run, and as their home crowd
rocked the stadium, the computer
automatically took a time-out for
the Jayhawks so they could calm
down--a pretty cool strategy that's
practiced by NCAA and NBA
teams.
In the end, the Jayhawks lost by
a score of 49 .to 36, and unless

you're some NCAA basketball
nut, I wouldn't recommend buying. renting or even playing this
game at a friend' s house. This
game would be much cooler if it
was March and featured Co lumbia
College Chicago as a Div ision I
basketball school. Unfortunately,
it's April, and Columbia will never
be a Division I school.
gslefo@chruniclemail com

Presentations:
Parent-approved music and
an easy menu layout makes this
simple enough for anyone.

Graphics:
Simply put: these graphics
suck. And when are game developers going to get rid of those
awful- looking polygon cheerleaders?

Sound:
Every school has their own
fight song, and there are more
than 200 schools. Outstanding.

Game ploy:
It may take a while to get used
to, but anyone familiar with
NBA 2K7 should get the hang of
it.

Overall:

(J)(J)OOO

Th iS year, College Hoops 2.K7 has an improved sound and a new
soundtrack.
.
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Apple Store - Columbia College
Monday - Friday 11 AM - 6PM
Columbia's own Apple Store is the only place where students, staff, and faculty can
recieve exclusive education discounts both in-store and online on software and
hardware. Check out our brand new location in 33 East Congress!
Visit www.colum.edu/applestore
for more information on our special promotions.
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33 East Congress
1st Floor
Chicago, Illinois
60605
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Kites to the extreme

Kiteboarding on Lake Michigan more dangerous than it looks
By Kristin Kalter/ Assistant A&E Editor

Lake Michigan is one hotspot for kite boarde rs and surfers in t he United States. Despite waters too chilly for swi mmers, riders hit the lake with their boards.
Those who seek adventure and
an adrenaline rush can go try a
kile-or rather. fly with a kite on
the water.
As th e temperatures ge t
wann er, more people th an ever
can be seen along Lake Michigan
strappin g on a kitebo ard and
la un c hing their kites into th e
w ind , which lets th em glide,
jump and fly back and forth along
th e water.
Thi s activi ty is the fastest·
growing water sport right now
and is actually easier and more
manageable than it may appear,
said Steve Negen , instructor for
Mackinaw Kites in Grand
Haven, Mich .
"[Kiteboarders] have phenomena l control, but when people
look at the kite boarders, they
assume they are out of control
and don 't know where they are
going," Negen said .
Negen said the Great Lakes
region had about 50 riders' when
he started kiteboarding five years
ago. He bel ieves the current num-

ber o f serious riders has more
than quadrup led.
He credits thi s part iall y to the
improved quality of th e eq ui pment, w hi ch not onl y makes it
eas ier and safer to r ide but also
to learn .
" In the old days, the only peopl e who learned how to ride were
the ones who rea ll y, really wanted to," he said . " Now the average
person can go learn how to ride."
Alth ough it mi ght not be too
difficult to learn the maneu vers,
timid or easil y frigh tened ind ividuals might want to think twice
ahout g~nin g into the sport.
" It 's a high-adrenaline sport,
not for the faint at heart," Negen
said. " It can be as dangerou s as
you choose to make it."
The average person who hasn' t
done any kind of physical activ ity 'in a whi le might want to do a
few workouts before trying to
take a kiteboarding lesson ,
according to Negen.
" It is a relatively intense sport,
especially if you ' ve been sitting

on the .couch fo r th e past th ree
years," Negen sa id. " Even gettin g through a fi ve-hou r class can
be a challenge."
Personal trainer C lint Phi ll ips
said some good ways to get in kiteboarding shape are to do exercises
like push-ups and pu ll -ups.
Phill ips said someone who hasn't
exercised in a few years, but hasn't
put on a lot of we.ight, cou ld whip
him or herse lf back into decent
shape in three to four weeks.
" I wouldn 't put someone up
there kiteboarding if they were
compl ete ly
deconditioned ,
because they probab ly would get
hurt," Phillips sai d .
G erard Alleje, kiteboarder and
ow ner o f th e chicagokiteboarder.com webs ite, said once someone actua ll y knows how to k iteboa rd , it 's not rea ll y a so lid
workout unl ess he or she wants
it to be.
He likes to cruise back and
forth across the water, w hil e others like to jump and speed.
Those w ho take kiteboarding

to more extreme and cha llengi ng
levels j ump in the air and off of
obstacles in the water, like one of
Negen 's frie nds who recent ly
jum ped off an iceberg in Lake
Michigan . He sa id the average
rider can jump fi ve to J 0 feet in
the air, but a good ri der can soar'
more than 20 feet.
A j ump can last a second or
more, with th e world record at 13
seconds, which is "a really, reall y
long time," Negen sai d. " It 's like
ri d in g a snow board and you
j ump, only you don 't land nearly
as hard ."
T he onl y beach in C hi cago
th at a ll ow s ki te boardin g is
Montrose Beac h, and even there
so meone mu st be a n ex perienced ahd advanced kitcboarder
due to safety issues .
The setup o f Montrose Beach
and the wind cond itions there
make it an ideal place for kiteboarders, but they do not monitor
o r oversee the acti vities, said
Marta Juani za, ass istant press secretary for the Chi cago Park

District. No incidents or acc idents
with riders have been reported in
th e last few years, she sa id .
" Our top priority is sa fety, and
we want to ensure that eve ryone
keeps th emse lves safe whi le
enj oy in g activiti es alo ng th e
lakefront ," she said.
Alth ough peop le ca n' t learn
kiteboard ing in Chicago becilUsc
o f the beach restr ictions, a oneho ur dri ve out to Wi scon s in ,
Ind iana or Mic higan wi l1 a llow
them p lenty o f space amon g other
riders to practice an d learn .
He said peop le who lik e to
ride the most get to do so about
100 to 140 day s out of th e ye ar
in th e M idwest.

To learn more about kilehoarding or !mrjing and lessons available visit mackiteboarding.c:om,
c h; c a go k i I e b oa r de r . co m
or kites urfing.com.
kkalter@chroniclemail. com

Experienced riders can jump and do tricks in the air like the rider on the left, <:> r j ump off obstacles in the water, like this iceberg off t he coast in Michigan.
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Abstinence
fashion
Continuedfrom Front Page
and matching pants wi ll cost $30
to $40.
"Those are all lines with differe nt looks than Wait Wear,"
Thomas said. "They will appeal
to different fashion tastes, youths
and young adults."
Abstinence Clearinghouse, a
networking organi zation for educators of abstinence awareness ,
also sells clothing on its website,
abstinence. net. Shoppers can find
T-shirts sporting " Pet your dog,
nol your date" and underwear
with stop signs on ~hem that say
"No trespassing." Leslee Unruh,
president of the organization,
said images in the media promoting sex send the wrong message,
and the clothing is a new way of
bringing the message of abstinence to the forefront.
"We need to be responsible and
have some balance when it comes
to sex," Unruh said. "We're going
to think of more creative ways for
people to hear this message, and
the more you see the other, the
more you're going to see us raising up the standard."
Before starting her clothing
line, Thomas worked as a real
estate broker and had no interest
in fashion or promoting abstinence. The idea for Wait Wear
came from a dream- literally.
In March 2002, Thomas awoke
early one morning from a dream
about putting messages like "No
vows, no sex" on underwear to
remind those who choose to stay
abst inent until marriage.
After receiving some positive

feedbac k from frie nds about the
idea, Thomas took her clothing
hne to the 2005 MAGIC marketplace show, a fas hion industry
purc hasing event in Las Vegas in
2005. Thomas said retai lers then
expressed interest in ca rrying her
products in their stores.
"That 's where I got a lot of
media attention and really got the
'word o ut about Wait Wear;'
Thomas said. " II 'S been very well
receiv~d, not jusl with the youth,
but with parents as well."
The launches for the new clothing lines come at a critical period
for the abstinence movement.
Congress ordered a study to evaluale the effectiveness of abslinence education programs in
schools. The results from the
study, conducted by Mathemat-ica
Policy Research Inc., showed students who participated in abstinence education programs were
just as likely to have sex at about
15 years old as those who did not
receive abstinence education.
Unruh said the study is flaw ed,
and abstinence advocates know
that the programs do work.
"I was a student who received
all that kind of education myself,
and it failed. Sex education
failed," Unruh said. "Where is
the analysis in the rigorous studies for those programs? It's highly suspect."
Not everyone is receptive 10
the T-shirts. Marti MirandolaMullen, a junior at the University
of Notre Dame-where the student code prohibits any kind of
sex outside of marriage- said the
T-shirts may be offensive to those
who haven't abstained.
"I think [abstinence} is a personal choice, and flaunting that
,:hoice is just as bad as flaunting
the choice to have sex ,"

Mirando la-Mullen
said.
"It
sounds like a good idea, but it
might be a little too in-your-face."
Though Mirandola-Mullen is
absti nent and said abstinence
education is important, she said
it's also important to show the
other side of the issue.
" I think the people who are for
[Wait Wear] are going to love it
and wear it, but is that really the
point of the line?" MirandolaMullen said. "If you really want

Col
10th Annual Fashion Columbia and

mA'f!~~!l!

Inaugural Event

May 10, 1 p.m. and 7 p.m.

CONAWAY CENTER, 1104 S. MICHIGAN , 1 ST FLOOR
TICKETS AT 312.344.6600; RSVP BY MAY 4.
MATINEE FASHION SHOW: GUEST TICKETS $35
STUDENTS FREE WITH VALID 1.0.
EVENING FASHION SHOW AND RECEPTION: GUEST
TICKETS $60, STUDENT TICKETS $35jMORE
INFORMATION AT COLUM.EDUjSPECIALEVENTSj
FASHIONCOLUMBIA
Fashion Colum bia reflects the work, dedication, and
original con cepts of the fas hion design student s and
is produced by students in the advanced fashion
show class .
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people to stop and think about
having sex , 1 don't think you
should say 'This is what you
should do, definite ly. ",
As fa r as (he message of the
cloth ing being too ill-your-face,
Unru h said abstinence is all about
discussing the issue at hand.
"Abstinence is about talking
about sex ," Unruh said. "We're
not pervs. We think sex is great
.. in marriage."
Despite criticisms of her cloth~

ing line, Thomas said the clothes
will serve as a tool to help teens
commined to remaining abstinent.
"For some it can be humor .
but I don't see anything wrong
with something being furrny,"
Thomas said. " For those ~ho are
committed, it really does drive
the point home."
jgailiart@chronic1email.com
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Chicogo's foshion frontier
The Windy City is looking to move forward in the fashion industry
By Catherine Rigod/ Assistant A&E Editor
Chicago Fashion Week took the
stage last week at the Hard Rock
Hotel, 230 N. Michigan Ave., to
showcase the fall 's new looks and
ri sing stars in the design world.
Wayne Reddcrick . manager for
Jam es de Cologne Designs and
member of Mayor Daley 's
Fashion Focus Campaign sa id
Chicago is still a small scene
compared to other markets such
as New York and Los Angeles.
But it is growing and changing.
trying to forge a new identi ty for
all . from students to stock brokers,
he said.
"nli s is the first time Chi cago
is taking a Icap forward ,"
Redderick sa id .
Benefitting from the c ity's
growing fashion scene is Vana
German, 29, a ready· to-wear
designer baspd in Chi cago who
recently showed her collection,
Vana. for the first time at Chicago
Fashion Week. She felt it was a
great success for her line .
German. a Ch icagoan orig ina lly from Be larus, began her career
as a ballroom dance instructor and
incorporated elements of dance
wear. She merged both stretchy
and comfortable materials into
her designs. The Vana coll ection
features sligh tly more detai led,
tailored looks, with a focus on
work-Io-evening wear.
" I don't design gowns, but a
woman needs something to be

able to wear to an important fu nction that is comfortable," German
said.
German managed to incorporate some upcoming trends. such
as earth tones with deep choco late
browns. sa ilor inspired pants and
nowing be ll Rslceve tops into her
designs.
.
Gennan referred to her new
collect ion as an East meets West
concept, by blending aspects of
East Asian culture. such as an
Indi an sari, with traditional
Western pantsuits and tailoring.
Though many of the desigers
were showing their collections
thi s week, lulia Cassandra, media
coordinator and organi zer of
Chicago Fash ion Week. said the
staff for the event felt that it was
only nece ssary to allow press
access for one evening to view the
collect ions, as opposed to the
entire week.
According to Chicago Fashion
Week event organi zers, Chi cago
is too small of a market to be able
to financially afford to host large
catered fashion shows for the
media 's benefit for more than one
evening.
This concept contradicts most
fashion events. as some feel that
the industry and media coverage
go hand-in-hand.
"We need the press," Redderick
said . He explained that without
the media, the lack of buzz creat-

ed about new designers and lines
wou ld inhibit shoppers from looking to try something new.
" We are too small of a market
to not want the attention. To stop
people from seeing the shows is
to not want your industry to
grow." Redderick said.
While some presentat ions
recei ved prai se. according to
Wayne Redderick, manager for
lames de Cologne Designs. others made on-lookers cringe. The
lack of excitement was evi dent to
those who were seated. watching
what seemed to be the death of
haute couture.
Accordingto Redderick. try ing
to cater to a large population is a
struggle.
A few additional li nes that
were shown were Bel Form
Designs, a plus-size womenswear
line; Ella Brown Couture, an
upscale couturier whose designs
are created uniquely for each
client; and Trends for Men. a contemporary men swear labe l.
German also
shared her
thoughts o n C hi cago's fashion
industry status as a whole. She
said the ind ustry is still so new
here and Chicago does not have a
ni che focu s regardi ng cloth ing
style. But she sai d she tries to
design for women of all ages.

crigod@chroniclemail.com

Maurfclo RublojThe Chronicle
A model wearing Ella Brown Couture poses at the end of the catwalk during the opening night shows for Chicago Fashion Week.

All Photos by Mauriello RubleVThe Chronicle
M(I("!I,: from (;~lif,'lgO f;:)c; hion W'H!k d lc, plaY'HI fu llfH c; rmrn doslgners such as Ella Brown Couture. Yane a nd Tre nd s for Me n: Some fell fa vorites were ftfllrthtones mixed
U ltt! {rl"IHlllf. ilf,f .'m ' t; wlttl Vl l) fiH l ' {.olm<=; ,ifill hl~h cli1( .llfJtI waists. Whil e skinny trouse rs are stili all the rage. wldoRleg pents are the new m ust-haves for the fall .
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Reporter's coup
6 Practice
punching

We found our fashionista.

10 Gather in
14 Japanese car
maker
15 Top--drawer
16 Mayberry kid
17 Thespian
18 Bonkers
19 StaCk TV role

20
22
23
24
26
28

Rasaura Camacho, 21 , at

Chicago Fashion Week on
April 2 1 at The Hard Rock
Hotel. The aspiring fashion
and Lombard, III.

CHeering shout
Yucatan uncle '
Bombard
~ Nova~ network
Folds
Operators, of a

caught our attention

wit h her shi mmering gold
sequined mini-dress and
metallic heels. Just like at a
red carpet event, we asked
Camacho wh ich designers
she was wearing for her night
out on the town.
" I like Ro berto Cavalli, but I
can barely afford [his1shoes,"
. nnac:ho said, pointing to the
gold accent on he r favo rite
pair of cream-co lored pumps.
He r dress was by Arden B,
tho ugh Camacho said on an
average day she's more laid
back. Fo r he r everyday wear
she generally picks Steve
Madde n fo r footwear and
Abercrombie o r Puma for
streetwear. And for those
rainy days, Camacho turns to
an old tried-and-true: Payless.
"I don't care if my Payless
shoes get ruined; they were
cheap;' Camac ho said.

sort

33 _ Aviv.Jaffa,
Israel
34 Renter's place

36 Scales of the
Zodiac
40 Clean coal
41 Boyfriends
43 Hideaway
44 Struck with a
bent leg
46 Observance of
ceremontes

e 2007 TrlbulMl Media s.mc.s, Inc.
All t1ghta _Ned.

48 Unpromising

replies
50 Paper records
51 Adjusts gauges
beforehand
55 Cool!
56 Bread quantity
57 Comic Romano
59 Hurries

73 Tuckered out

DOWN
1 ·Persian ruler
2 Chanet 01
fashion
3 Aware 01

4 Smell
5 Fortress wall

Solutions
131·

Tahoe
10 'Welcome Back
Kotter" oo-star
11 Fencing tools

4180107

..

6 ~ Clemente, CA
8 Bit of tomfoolery
9 La Costa or

7 Look sulten

:

.• s l

~m ~

~ffi

rsif

12 Wedding path

13 Bothersome
ones
.

64 Shrek, for one

65 Time periods
67 Domestic task
68 Kinq of log
69 Banao and
Mineo
70 Invigorating
medicine
71 Notices
72 Mets stadium

I AM

21 SALT subject
25 Scornful look
27 Slippery fish

131

28 Baseball base
29 Stratford- Avon
30 Garden tool
31 Golf charges
32 Sluggish one
35 Private instrudor
37 "Jeanie Loves
Chach i~

38
39
42
45

star

Chance taken
Weaponry
Sweetener
Unknown John

47 Kidnaps

"I "
~~~

NI

••
s.

49 Emphasis
5 1 Stratagems

52 Scamp
53 "Guitar Townsinger Steve
54 Songstress
McLachlan

58 Harvard rival

60 Boutique. e.g.
61 Make a point
62 Emerald Isle
63 Offshoot group

66 987·65·4321
grp.

Mauricio Rubio/ The Chroni cle
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Aquari us (Ja n. 21- Feb, 19):
Being crushed to death by
hundreds of com ic books is
not necessaril y undi gnified.
What does not help yo ur case
is that they were tattered SheHulk and Silver Surfer comics.

2 8 7 5
6 2 4 3
8 1 6 9
5 4 9 2
--"- --- ._- _. '---"4 3 -8 6
3~ 1
9 7 5 1
7 6 3 8
1 9 2 4

'7

Complete the grid
so each row,
co lumn and 3-by-3
box (in bold
borders) contains
'every digit 1 to 9.
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.
Sudoku on MobIle.
Enter 783658,com
in your mobile
Web browser.
Get • free game!

O
G

O

e
I

@
••

Pisces (Feb. 20-Marc b 20):
You will not continue the legend of kung-fu- yo u suck.
Ari es (March 21 - April 20):
You know that gnaw ing pain
in the back of your head?
That's just a brown recluse
spider setting the stage for
yo ur necrosis.
Ta uru s (April 21-May
21):A confrontation this week
at the local Taco Bell between
you and an overweight man
dressed as Capt ain America
wi ll go fatall y wrong and
prove how deadl y a spork can
really be.
Gem ini (May 22-J un e 21):
No matter how many conferences y.ou hol d or m.anifestos
yo u wnte, mayonna Ise
fetishism is just disgustin g.
Ca nce r (J u ne 22- J ul y 23):
The wo rld of stud fa rm ing is a
harsh mistress. II wi ll lead to
muc h hea rtache when you discover it's not as sexy as it
sounds .

Leo (July 24- Aug. 23): Don 't
get down on yoursel f right no w
because 47 potential empl oyers
turned you down . You have the
rest of your life to lament over
it.

•

Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23): A
, plumber 's butt is God's way of
I
telling you he 's always watching.

G

Libra (Sept. 24-0ct. 23):The
)st3!s hate to be the bearer of bad
news, but your "super-fantast ic
sticky color paper" invention is
not new. It 's called Post-its.

•

e

Sco rpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22): The
exciting life of a boy detective
goes horribly awry while investigating the case of the missing
child predator. Watch out for those
white vans.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23- Dec.
21): The stars wou ld lik e to say
" kudos" to you fo r being able to
m ix a vodka tonic amidst the
screa m ing and inevitab le plane
crash.

•

@
•

Ca pricorn (Dec. 22-Ja n. 20):
Stay away fro m that booze-bag
Sagittarius this week .

ScrIW CIr'I'iIr crwrve-"..,. ~
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Back from the Drawing Boards

Editorials

POLITICAL INFOCOMPASS

Free speech despite the message
a group calling themselves a Conservatives, in their offiminority on campus were cial 29 page response to the
what seemed to many trying controversy, "The Real
at
to attack other minorities State of Diversi ty
with their " Affirmative Colmnbia College Chicago,"
Action
Bake Sal;·'
and available at battleorg.com ,
"Catch an i.llegal immi- explained that this discrimination has been a common
grant," games.
The Conservatives' Coming occul'Jence in his experience
where- more bouts of Out Week was cance led at Co lumbia.
But even through the
cliched political correct- because of security issues and
because the group chose not to brouhaha that grew out of
ness.
The Conservatives, the only fill out the appropriate paper~ thi s, with students posting
group that allegedly whistles work with the Student abusive letters on Facebook
to a different tune on campus, Organization Council, which prior to the sc hedu led event
decided to cancel its contro- financ es campus organiza~ and some say ing Hausman
did not belon g here at
versial Conservati ve Coming lions.
I f the Conservatives' Columbia, the Conservatives
Out Week, which featured
sat irical "games" such as wanted to rume some feath~ could have continued the
"Catch an Illegal Immigrant" ers and believed in their event. They would have
and "Affirmative Action Bake . ability to express their opin~ proved that they were not
Sale."
ion , they should have filled racists . They even said they
weren't in their manifesto .
Well , apparently liberals out that paperwork .
However, Blake Hausman ,
and Columbia's minority
The last time we checked,
students didn '1 think those president of the Columbia the whole point of college
were very funny "games." Conservatives said the was to view all kinds of
Not to anyone's surprise, administration and some opinions.
students screamed "o ut~ students picked on him
If the Conservatives were
rage" long before the event because of his view s. aiming to raise a few eyewas to happen .
Therefore, he chose to can~ brows- and from the looks
The thing about satire is cel the event due to the of things they sure didthat if you have to explain treatment he's received , they should ha ve heeded the
it , it 's not usually a good both online with Facebook warnings and usual attacks
sati re to begin with.
and in perso n with the and proceeded as planned
But the Conservatives, school 's administrators
with their satire. Not
who have always been vocal
"These things happen because it would be in su lt~
about their victimization on nationall y all the lime," ing,
but
because
th e
campus, sure behaved like Kari Sommers, assistant Co nse rvatives would have
th e victims.
dean of Stud ent Life, told had th e chance to show that
What did the Conservatives the C hronicl e la st week Col um bia is a free speec h
expect? No' matter how off~ about bouts over political campu s where even unpopu~
beat and allegedly "clever" correctness. " It 's absolutely lar thought is not frowned
their originally planned within their ri ght s to express upon- despite the negative
stunt was, it was bound to their beliefs publicly. "
attention they wou ld surl y
offend so meone . Ironica lly
Hau sman
and
the rec e ive.
he verbal sparring
match between liberals and the Col umbia
Co llege Conservatives in
th e past few weeks about
racism, bigotry and attacks
on free speech turned out to
be what one can expect on
college campuses any-

T

Rated R smoke?
e Marlboro Man is
fits , the three out of the four
dead, Joe Camel is in Ghostbusters and Samuel L.
chemo and lung cancer Jackson in Jurassic Park will
is winning. OK, we get it. also get pissed, so ho ld on to
Smoking is bad and we must your buns.
protect our children from this
And those were rated G, PG
allegedly vile and horrendous and PG-13 respectively.
habit.
According to the Harvard
But the anti~smoking lobby report, 66 percent of the top 50
has really outdone itself with grossing movies from 2004 to
its campaign to pressure 2005 depicted smoking, as did
movie studios into getting rid 68 percent of PG-13 movies
of smoking in movies in order over that same time as well.
to protect young children.
PG-13 films averaged 14.2
They want to make all movies depictions during that time,
featuring smoking rated R.
. apparently the highest since
Now the anti-smoking 1994 to 1995, and R-rated
lobby has a new ally. Harvard movies averaged 20.4 depicjumped on this issue and Jhe tions, according to Harvard
odds are stacking up against statistics.
smoking in movies. Harvard 's
What we find fascinating is
School of Public Health that someone actually sat
rece ntly joined other anti- down and counted how many
smoking organizations and times people enjoyed a cigapressured Hollywood movie rette in a movie.
studios to give all mov ies feaNever mind that most peoturing smoking an R rating, ple who smaRe in movies are
according to a recent report, villains and are going to die
because there is too much anyway. Usually not from cansmoking in PG-13 movies.
cer, but from a bullet or a car
Cmella DeVil will have an accident. However, it 's just
angry fit when ,he hear, about silly to think about what is
th is one. Not to mention that going on in this country when
' he need, to "cat<h those pup- movies
like
Big and
pi .. !" And , peaking of angry GhOJlbuslerJ are under attack
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because they feature smok ing
What about film noir? Are
kids going to have to sign
waivers to watch those movies
in classrooms?
Apparently everything has
to be an anti~smoking public
service announcement. Screw
artistic expression, artistic
vision, accuracy and just plain
acceptance that some smoke
and some don 't. If this lunacy
continues, it's likely there will
be smoking and non-smoking
editions of movies.
And then people will watch
smoke-free movies while eating theater popcorn, which, as
we know, is the staple of a
healthy diet.
Now all the characters in
PG-13 movies will be stressed
out because they can't smoke
on-screen, which in tum will
make them smoke more offscreen, maybe in a booth
somewhere, away from their
children, while a raving maniac with a chainsaw will bust
out of a closet, say the f-word
and chop your head off-but
of course it's just a movie.
So, until anything happens
with this issue, smoke em if
you got em .

-y-

lpTERS TO THE EDITOR:

~
Gender neutral bathrooms
The article about Gender Fusions,
"Feeling the fusion," April 23, inaccurately stated that Q-Fon:e was attempting to
make all bathrooms at Columbia unisex.
Our intention is, in Bet, to make genderneutral bathrooms accessible at Columbia
for students who do not feel comfortable
in a male or imalebathroom.
We would like to see current single
occupancy bathrooms (such as the ones
on the 10th and 14th floor.; of 624 S.
Michigan) gender neutral , as well as seeing single-occupancy bathrooms incorporated in all future building plans. At a
venue such as the HotHouse, it is not possible to create a sing le occupancy situation , so we elected 10 make both bathrooms neutral. It would have been inappropriate for us to host an event focusing
on the fluidity of gender, and expect all in
attendance to fit easily into a binary bathroom system. However, at Columbia, it is
poss ible to make available gender-neutral
bathrooms without making anyone feel
" uncomfortable. " There are students at
Columbia who would not feel at ease
go ing into a gendered bathroom, and a
long day at school holding it can get pret~
ty uncomfortable. OUf intentions are to
make everyone at Columbia comfortable,
not just those who finnly identify with a
binary pee system .
The Chronicle's insensitivity to this
subject can be witnessed not just in the
misinformation about our petition, but
also in the fact that Mr. Siefo misidenti~
fled Leslie Feinberg as a " lesbian drag
king" and used female pronouns. Ze
identifies as genderqueer. a person who
" has changed their gender once and
reserves the right to do it again."
Hopefully, by bringing the "bathroom"
issue up at Columbia, we can also start a
dialogue about gender and how to show
respect to our classmates who are
"beyond the binary."

junior,

In recent days, following the tragic
events at Virginia Tech, a number of incidents have been reponed across the country where individuals of Asian descent
harassed because of their ethhave
nicity. Earlier this week, conservative students here at Columbia reporttd feeling
threatened because of their political
beliefs. Other students on our campus
have been offended by political satire
that, they say, constitutes ethnic bigotry.
All this calls into question what it
means to be part of a college community.
I want to share with you my philosophy
about community and reiterate the college's position about respecting the rights
of others.
In this college community, it is especially important that we all recognize the
value of our differences. Civility and
mutual respect characterize who we are
and who we want to be. Because we are
a community of creative ieamers"here, we
seek to maintain work and academic
environments that are free from discrimination and harassment. As a college that'
celebrates creative expression" we
encourage the broadest articulation of
individual views, provided that these
views do not threaten, irf1imidate or
humiliate others in our community.
Only in this kind of environment can
learning occur and creative enterprise
flourish .
As part of next year's Critical
Encounters program, which focuses on
Poveny and Privilege, I plan to host
forums to discuss-as a communitythe different values that defme us and
shape our responses to these kinds of
important social issues, These discussions
will give us opportunities to deepen our
sense of community and sharpen the kind
of civility that pennits us to treat. others
with respect, dignity, and individual
worth.

been

Warrick L Carler.
Columbia Pres.idenl

Kristen Gleaves.
o/Q-Force

C~President

Have an opinion about something you read In this ne_papar?
Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or
believe strongly about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 31 you11 find
a set of guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear from you,
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Bad president? T

d islike the president is passe. Of course,
the large amount of anti-Bus h sentiment
that seeps into our psyche from media certainly contributes. Or perhaps it's hi s position on poverty, our fle dgling Medicare
and Socia l Security systems, the env ironment and tax cuts for the wealthy that are
to blame.
But no sing le reason makes the majority
of us dislike our pres ident- it 's a collection of th ings.
Yet one area that 's frequent ly overlooked, and particu larl y relevant today, is
hi s in abili ty to re lease !he bad fi sh in hi s
admini strati on. A few days after Attorney
General A lberto Gon za les was drilled by
the Senate Jud ic iary Comm ittee about the
firin g of e ight U. S. prosecutors, Bush
issued a statement sayi ng his confidence
in Gonza les had risen. Hi s response came
j ust .days after the attorney general adm itted he'd made mi stakes in fi r ing the attorneys- " mistak es" th at were probab ly

politically moti vated.
Although Gonzales appeared not to do
anything ill egal, Bush, despite th e heat, is
sticking by his longtim e friend. But he's
also losing political po ints in the process.
Lawmakers from both parti es, including
Sen. Arlen Specter o f Penn. , the rank ing
Repu bl ican on th e Se nate Judi c iary
Committee, are growin g tired of Bush
ignoring ca ll s to e ither qu ietly ask
Gonza les to slep dow n or fl at out fire him.
Pol itica lly, Bush is a fasc in at ing person.
When cri ti c ism of hi s adm ini strat ion
crosses part isan boundaries, he seems to
handl e the press ure with a shrewd se lfassu rance th at 's trul y di ffic ult to <;comprehend. T he more heat hi s peop le take, the
more he fee ls compe ll ed to defend them.
We all desi re friends of a si mi lar ca li ber,
but is his stubbornn ess good for what 's le ft
of hi s politica l career? Because it's not
good for the country.
NOI firing Gonza les has on ly created
more di stru st toward the pres ident and his
adm ini stration and has created more instab ility and tensio n betwee n hi m and
Congress . Don 't co un t on Bus h 's approval
rating to in crease.
Of course, this isn't the firs t ti me a stubborn Bush has disregarded simi lar cr iticism of his admin istration. In the week s
and months fo ll owing the Abu G.hraib
scandal, both high-rank ing m ilit ary and
Congressiona l offic ials called on Bush to
fire former Secretary of Defense Dona ld
Rumsfeld. Like today, he refu sed , citing
confide nce in his pal " Rummy" w hen
many ci ted incom petence.
In many ways, Bush 's approach to deal ing w ith short comi ngs in his adm inistration matches his track record in foreign
poli cy. T he Uni ted Nat ions denoun ced hi s
Iraq ambitions and that led to nothin g, and
his party's pos it ion on Gonza les presentl y

My career is be ing
th reatened and I
w ant my job back.
I ' m a journ alist, and
these days, apparently anyone else can be
too . Th anks to the
In te rn et and th e
By catherine Rigod
bri ght new world of
Assistant A&E Editor c it izen j ou rn a lism,
the ab ili ty to wri te,
report and get the news out to the pu blic in
a stru ctured and prec ise manner now
seems lik e less of a learned and honed
skill a nd more of a matte r of luck .
By the people, for th e people, Citizen jo ur.
na li sm, or user-generated media, is broken
down as partic ipative journal ism, the ac t
of co ll ec ting and di sseminat ing information by the publ ic them se lves. Under thi s
labe l fall b loggers, vloggers or video b log·
gers, web logs, w ik is, free lance rs, chat
room users, message boards and mobil e
report ing images and videos with camera
phones .
T hat exhaustive list starts to make me
quest ion the thousands of dollars and
ho urs I've spent on journa li sm school- I

hope it was wort h it. If independent med ia
has its way, apparent ly I could've sk ipped
cl ass and'just s lept in.
We've opened a w indow that was previ ous ly only reserved fo r those few who
actua ll y got a pub li sher or a jo urna li sm
degree, those that took th e tim e.
I remem ber as a child th inkin g Mark
Twai n was th e g reates t hum o ri st and
aut hor 1 had eve r co me ac ross, and I was
go ing to str ive to be that great. I was going
to lea rn and study and master a craft.
Twain was th e first au thor to write a nove l
via the typew riter. What would he thi nk of
the instant gratificati on of t ~e computer
today? I think he wou ld have lost h is cool
and then ro ll ed over in hi s grave .
Everyone is an author now. Par is Hilton
wrote about her dog, and ifO.J. S impson's
book woul d have had the chance, he now
would be expe rie ncing a new life in th e literary spotlight. Our pu blic is q uick ly lay·
ing dow n greenbacks at the bookstore to
gain in s ight into their wor lds, and the
money is n ow in g j ust as fast o n th e
Internet as we ll. Perez Hilton, no re lati on
to Paris, started out writing a s narky page
criticiz in g th e celebrity machine and is

Roughly two in
th ree
Ameri can s

agree : George W.
Bush is a bad president.
An Apri l 13 US A
Today po J! showed
60
perce nt
of

By Brent White
Associate Editor

Am er ica ns di sap~
prove of his job per-

forma nce. No s hock er. H is publ ic
approva l ratings have barely dipped in to
the 405 since the beg inn ing of '06. Some

med ia out lets, like CBS, have po ll ed his
approva l in the mid-to-I owe r 20s.

There are a nu mber of things to consi der when attempting 10 de tenni ne why
Bush possesses a poor image in the co ll ec-

tive American eye. Tho ugh the growing
civil war in Iraq is an obv ious place 10
start, arguing it's why most American s

AP

Preside n\ Bush has a long history of taking little action when criticism of his

adm inistration occu rs.
means nothing eit her.
Still , wh ile liste ning to his constituents
and fi r ing Gonza les might make him a better polit ic ian by pleasi ng some lawmakers,
it probab ly won't make him a better presi dent in the co ll ect ive Amer ican eye .

Ti red of the behavior of this admini stration, Ameri cans have become too smart
for that.

bwhite@chroniclemail.com

Let me do my job

The Columbia Chronicle is a student·produced pub·
licatlon of Columbia College Chicago and does not
necessarily represent. in whole 0 1 In part, the Views
of college administrators,
fac ulty or students.
All text, photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may not
be reproduced or published without
written permiSSion.

Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns are the opinions of the author(s).

Vie-M> expressed in this publication arc those of
the writer and are not the opinions of The Columbia
Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism Department or
Columbia College Chicago.

now one of the 'world's most handsome ly
pa id ce lebrity goss ip col umn ists.
I never im agi ned that the terms "b logg ing" or "citizen j ourna lism" wou ld enter
our vocabulary, or that the med ia would
tum into a branch o f en terta inment rat her
than a source for in form ation. We are a ll
so voyeuristi c, th anks to rea lity TV an d
user-generated content, such as YouTube.
We can watch ourse lves every day of the
week. So it makes sense that we wou ld
also want to watc h and read what the
"everyday Joe" says about the news.
Yahoo.com has hired a full·time vlogger
to boil down the day's event s every day.
And
Rocketboo m.com, an online,
str ipped-dow n newscast, had so muc h success that fanner anc hor Amanda Congdon
has moved on to ABC, and Roc ketboom
p icked up a v logger 10 speak to the mass-

es.
Iftoday's med ia outlets don 't figure ou t
what to do wi th their current stafT of writers an d keep hiring' amateur reporters , I
don 't even want to see the grow ing lines al
th e un emp loy ment office.
I adm it that I pa rt ake in it all wi th an
occas ional blog writte n and read. I use cit-

izen j ou rn alism as a testing g round before
I p itc h somethi ng to a pri nt publication . I
have even podcasted. I'd be a hypocrite to
say that I don 't love the concept of onli ne
writin g. It 's where my career began, and it
seems that my entire real-world educati on
is engu lfed in the world o f the Internet.
However, the fundamen ta ls, suc h as the
" inve rted-f.yramid," a hard-news . article
structure, the ab il ity to recognize what
news is or to know its audience are still
im portant values of journal ism and need to
be learned. As with everything, we shouldn 't shortcha nge the process.
T here is an ele ment of pride in clarifying that so meone is an expert or professiona l in a field. Now my ego is getti ng in
the way, and every word does have its
place with the right readers. But if th e
stay·at-home mom with no previous wr itin g experience is now the writer, ,'II be
wat ch ing the kids from now on- becau se
I' m going to need a new job.

crigod@chrOi lidemail.C<!11I

l etters to the editor must IIlciude full na me. year. major
and phone number. All letters are edited for gra mmar
and may be cut due to a limited space.
letters can be faxed to (312) 344-8430,
e-mailed to o,ronicle@colurn.edu or mailed to
The Columbia Chronicle, 33 E. Congress Parkway
Suite 224, Chicago, Il. 60605·1996.
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New hope for Type 1 diabetics
that suggest we should go further," said Burt, a specialist in

Controversial study
shows progress
without insulin

immune suppression therapy.

Yet some experts doubted the
protocol could have been
approved in this country. Weir,
like several other scientists
reached for this story, said the
risks of Burt's technique are high
enough that he probably would
not have approved the experiment
if he had been responsible for
reviewing it.
"It wou ld have scared me,"

By Jeremy Manier

A new diabetes treatment developed at Northwestern University
has allowed some patients to stop
laking insulin for more than two
years, but it also has spurred ethical objections from researchers
who say the trial put Brazilian
children at unnecessary risk.
Thirteen of the 15 patients in a
stem-cell study went off insulin
for at least six months, prompting
cautious excitement from some
researchers who have seen the
results that were published April
25 in the Journal of the American
Medical Association. All of the
patients had. the less common
fonn of diabetes called earlyonset, or Type I diabetes, which
nonnally requires close bloodglucose monitoring and long-term
use of insulin injections.
The new approach, designed by
Dr. Richard Burt of Northwestern,
enlists a patient's own adult stem
cells in an effort to halt the
immune system 's destruction of
insulin-producing "beta" cells in
the pancreas- the root cause of
Type I diabetes.
Burt drafted the protocol and
doctors at the University of Sao
Paulo in Brazil carried it out. The
patients, some as young as 14, got
intense drug treatment that wiped
out their immune systems. They
then received injections of their

Weir said.

The problem is that although
early-onset diabetes can have dire
long-term effects such as blindness and heart disease, many
patients succeed in managing their
condition with insulin and lead
nonnal lives for decades. That
makes it harder to justify the risks
of stem cell transplantation, which

This device that 6-year-old Grace Chisholm keeps strapped to her
waist pumps lifesaving insulin into her body. Without it, she would
have to inject herself 10 times a day to treat her diabetes.

own blood stem cells in hopes of
renewing the immune system
without the flaw that makes it target beta cells.
"Their results look better than
anything I've seen so far," said Dr.
Gordon C. Weir, a diabetes
researcher and head of a transplantation program at Harvard
Medical School's Joslin Diabetes
Center.
Though small in scale, the study
is significant as the first attempt to
treat diabetes using a "cell-based"

therapy, researchers sa id. Such
treatments may become more
common as scientists look beyond
insulin and try approaches using
adult stem cells or embryonic
stem cells, which could directly
replace the tissue damaged in diabetes. Type I diabetes accounts
for between 5 and 10 percent of
the 21 milJion diabetes cases in
the United States; the rest suffer
from Type 2 diabetes, which is
linked with obesity.
"These are promising resu lts

Burt has used before on diseases
with few other treatment options,
such as lupus or multiple sclerosis.
At worst, the immune suppression used in stem cell transplants
can cause infections and even
death. None of the patients in the
Brazilian study died, though one
had severe pneumonia that
required supplementary oxygen.
Burt, a specialist in immune suppression therapy, said a couple of
his 170 non-diabetes patients have
died from the procedure, though
he believes they were far sicker
and less ab le to handle the technique than the young diabetes subjects in the new study.
Several experts said the risks
could have made it difficult to get

the study past an American institutional review board-the groups
responsible for ensuring that
research is safe and ethical.
'This is an 'incredibly invasive
therapy to be tried on children
without knowing if anyone will
benefit from it," said Dr. Lainie
Ross, associate director of the
University of Chicago's MacLean
Center for Clinical Medical Ethics.
Ross said she would not have
authorized such a study unless it
enrolled only adults. She said
research ethics guidelines statt:
that risky experimental therapies
should not be used on children
unless it's impossible to test them
on adult subjects- and in this
case, adult diabetes patients were
available.
In fact, Burt said his original
protocol included a cut-off age!l'of
18, but the Brazilian Institutional
Review Board changed it to allow
younger children in the study.
Ages of subjects ranged from 14
to 31, with eight participants
under-the age of 18.
Burt said the study was done in
Brazil not to avoid the need for an
American review board but
because he couldn't find an
Ameri9an diabetes expert interested in pursuing his idea. He said
Northwestern IRB officials told
him his collaboration. with the
Brazilian team was fme so long as
he was not directly involved in
patient care. Northwestern officials declined to comment.
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UNDERGRADS.u

LIVE WITH A FRIEND, OR TWO, OR THREE ...
FOR JUST $699 PER MONTH PER ROOMMATE*
REGENTS PARK, the most popular choice for off-campus
UNDERGRAD housi ng, is offering special pricing on our 2, 3 and
4 bedroom apartments to undergrads for the '07 academic year.
For ju st $699 per month per roommate·, you'll each get:

• A spacious, modern apartment home
• 10 minutes to rampus. wI bus at your doorstep
• Controlled key fob entry
• Wireless internet access in all common areas
• On - ~i t e grocery & The Terrace Grill wI 99 cent delivery to your door
• 24 -hr maintenance, Doorman & Quality Assurance staff
• Don't have a Roommate? Sign up for our Roommate Registry!

Call 773-288-5050
www.RegentsParkChicago.com
'N ew applican ts only. $699 each l
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Baseball:
Sports beat
writing not
without its share
of difficulties
Continuedfrom Back Page
Miles took the microphone to face
questions from the students.
"If you're looking for a job

where it's 9-10-5 and you have
your weekends and nights free,
this isn't it," Miles sa id about
sports writing. "But on the other
hand, if you're look ing for ajob
where you have an awful lot of
fun, [and] you work real hard
. building up relationships that

can last a lifetime, this is the
place to be. Because that's what
we do here."
The job, however, is not without its difficulties. Because
sports writers sometim es follow
the team and and work in suc h

close quarters with the players,
maintaining relationships that
are both personal and profess ional is troublesome. When
writ ing stories about the team
and players nearly every day,
and in the Cubs' case, usually
critical ones, the reporters must
draw a fine line between what is
and isn't fit to print. If a player
finds a story by a particular
writer too critical or fault-finding, the reporter is at risk of losing a vital source. Not being
able to speak with a particular
player can be debilitating and
job threatening for a team 's beat
writer.
" I think anything on the field is

I April 30, 2007

fair game to talk about, and we
write about it without any hesitation at all," Miles said. "And what
players have said to me over the
years is, 'If I played bad, say that I
played bad, just don't get personal
about it.'"
Fo llowing the brief questionand-answer session in the Cubs'
tiny interview room, the group of .
journalistic greenhorns was led to
the field for batting practice. It is in
these small, dimly-lit hallways
with low ceilings, unlevel walkways and chipping concrete where
the nearly hundred-year-old stadium shows its age.
While most ballparks and professional sports facilities in general
would equip the players' quarters
with the finest accommodations,
WrigJey must make do with what it
already has. Behind the dugout,
just out of view from the fans and
~ameras, is an old, 'dingy sink and Students and reporters stand on the side of the field during the Chicago Cubs batting practice
urinal for those times during the before a game on April 24. The Cubs lost to the Milwaukee Brewers 4 -1.
game when "it" just can't wait.
Fans never see things like the dirty pitcher, Rich Hill, who the stu- press box after batting practice, the ESPN radio reporter 'Bruce
urinal and poor facilities on TV; dents were strictl y instructed not to overall atmosphere of the night Levine recording his periodic
since they don't always pertain to approach, as it is a superstition in drastically changed. Instead of the updates and the constant drone
the game on the field, reporters baseball not to speak to the game's old and dilapidated player facili- of typing. Schmoozing with the
don't ever write about them.
starting pitcher. Then there were ties below the stands, the press very people whose stories you
Stepping out onto the field the fashionably-clad TV reporters facilities above the field were read every day can make a jourand standing amongst the play- who looked almost super-imposed impeccably clean and filled with nalism 'student timid, but on this
ers brought me a bizarre new with their finely tailored attire and almost every amenity a writer night it didn't, because it was
perspective to pre-game rituals. delicately applied make up sitting needs, except beer- that amenity business. We weren't there to
As a fan and even a fonner in the dusty dugout.
was removed a few years ago.
stare wide-eyed at all the people
employee, I would watch bat"There is no cheering in the whose shoes we hope to one day
The handful of journali sts
ting practice and see it as habit- milled about with tattered note- press box," is what we were told fill , we were there to reportual and unvaried, which to some books sticking out from back before heading up. And with the just like beat writers do.
extent it is. But watching batting pockets, casually gabbing andjok- crowd noise muffled. the only
lt may have been the stagnant
practice as a reporter wh il e ing with the players as they would sounds were quiet cell phone con- buzz that hovered over our
standing on the infield grass just to any friend. Here, the "symbiotic versations and reporters daintily heads a ll night, all the fantastibefore dusk as the lights were relationship" Miles spoke of earli- nibbling and slurping their (chick- cally star-struck not~ons about
being tu rned on. th e ;eemingly er became even more apparent. It en limon and asparagus soup), the famous players and quasiuninterest ing set of pre-game was hard nO I to wonder what dinner a personal chef prepared famous writers fad ing away.
motions players go through secrels Ihese journalists knew that that day in Ihe press box cafeteria. After all , we had ajob to do.
appeared acutely rituali stic .
the rest of the public didn ' t.
Initially it was strange, almost
There was the game's starting
When we were led up 10 the intimidating at times hearing
jewert@t:hr.oniclemail.com
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A Celebraaon qfEdilorial Cartooning

FISCHETTI2
l oin us

Monday April 30
commemorating 25 years' qlrlle./ohn Fisc/zerriE'dirorial CallOOIl
CornpetitiOll alld tize FiJ'cizerriEndoU'mc!lt at CO/llmbia College C'lzicago.
THE PFEFFER-JOHNSON-ODIM POLITICAL
CARTOON CONTEST AWARDS

I

to 3 p.nl. Filnl RO,"TCinenla,
Columbia College Chicago,
IIo4 S. Wabash Avenue.
Free R((/h~lfllnentd

"Lampooning For. A Living Panel"
with this yeaI' Fischetti Competition winners:
Clay Bennett The (/lrlJiian Science ]IlonilOr
Mike Keefe The Denver Post
Steve Saek Minneapo/isStarl'ribune
Ann Talnaes, Pulitzer Winning Cartoonist andAlIt/70r

THE FISCHETTI STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
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Royko:
Columnist
remembered at his
second home
Continued/rom Back Page
" Welcome 10 the words of Mike
Royko," sa id the master of cere·
monies. Chicago Tribune writer
Rick Kogan .

Kogan, along wit h a gathering
o f Royko's friend s. fami ly and
olh er journalists. including the
Ch icago Sun-Tim es ' Carol Marin ,
Tribune 's John Kass. and author

St uds Terkel, read hi s work and
remembered the man that to thi s
day means so much to so many in
Chic ago.
'" think th ere's a great irony
that Mike was always called,

but in the end it was all a part of
being human .
He wrote five days a week and
it was his daily wit that fill ed his
800-word columns that had people flockin g to read his stuff. In
some ways, Royko's fame can be
attributed to fonne r Chicago
Mayor Richard 1. Daley, whose
biography, Boss, Royko penned.
" Mike never was Don Imus,
fo r Christ's sa ke," Kogan said .
" Did he ha ve opin ion s and tak e
stands on thin gs that many di sagreed with? Abso lut e ly, but
that 's what a f- in g co lumni s t is
s upposed to do ."
In hi s col umn s, it was o ld man
Daley 's Chicago that made him
laugh, made him tough, made him
cry and made him get angry and
outraged with Chicago politics.
This was hi s kind of town and it
all showed on the page.

"My fathe, used sati,e
and kind of lik ed being ca ll ed,
often to make his point, A nd
Mr. Big, because it 's th e little
people who heard him most within that sati,e the,e we,e
clearly- yo u so-ca lled 'ordi- many cleo, messages definnary people,'" Kogan 'said . " I ing ou, society. ou, history
look around thi s crowd and
man y oryou are wrinkled now, I and labeling tile situations
sec a cane here an d there, but
we've put ours.elves in."
you were Mike's C hi cago, the
sp irit of C hicago that Mike so
celebrated."
Royko grew up living above a
tavern , didn 't go to college and
truly had blue collar roots. It was
likely that 's why people identified
with him, Kogan sa id in a telephone interview.

-Sa m Royko, yo ungest so n
of the late Mike Royko

Royko didn ' t like TV journalists, but he had a soft spot for
Marin , Kogan sai d.
" From a very early age, we

"The lege nd of Mike Royko is

wou ld fight [in our household]

kind of we ird because Mike wa s
not a very pub lic person ,"
Kogan said. " He didn't go o n

over who wou ld get the Daily
News, who would get Royko,"
Marin said.
Royko wrote co lumns for the
old C hi cago Daily News , the
Chicago Sun-Times and o f course.
the Chicago Tribune, sin ce he
couldn 't stand the notion of working for Rupert Murdoch .
Lege ndary Chicago author

TV a lot. He didn't ' do th e
tow n,' so to speak. If there is a
legend o f Royko , it 's basically
because of what he w ro te rather
than what he did."
His friends said he could be
mean and he could be caustic,

Studs Terkel remembered the day
when Royko quit the Sun-Tunes.
" He wrote a line: ' I resign. No
sel f-re s pecting fish would be

wrapped in a Murdoch paper,'"
Terkel sa id, recalling the day
Royko quit. " What is the key to
that sentence? Self-respecting.
That exact word. Mike worked

hard to get that right word [every
time]."
According to Terkel, Roy ko
was under a spe ll when he wrote.
"A demon possesses him , a
devi l genius. Mike was a master of
his trade . He never said ' writer,' he
said ' trade,'" Terkel said.
Roy ko was no cac tus; he liked
to have a drink . When he drank,
he drank hard. Kogan said . And
eve n thoug h he tried to quit
drinking a cou pl e of tim es, in
the late r years when he had kids
il sort o f balanced him out and
he ca lmed down.
Most o f the speakers at the
event read co lumn s that were
inh ere ntly funny. When John
Kass- the man who eventually
took over Royko's column after
he died- took the s tage . a booze
smell filled the audien ce, w hi ch
mayor may not have come from
Kass. Kass then made a joke
about havin g a 200 pound gorilla o n hi s back every tim e he
goes to work, a quip about the
big s hoes he ha s to fill o n page
two o f th e Tribun e.
But the even ing wasn't played
for laughs most o f the time. When
one o f Royko 's sons, Sam, took
the stage , he ca lled out in defiance. He talked about how Royko
was fearless and stood up to
authori ty fi gu res to question the
unqu es ti onable . Royko 's messages were often as pert inent then
as they are now. Sam Royko, a
po liti ca l sc ience major at DePaul
Un iversity, wanted to know what
his dad would say now.
" My father used satire often to
make hi s poi nt," he said . " And

A privale party was held al Ihe Billy Goal Tavern, 430 N. Michigan
Ave., Ihe second home for Chicago columnist Mike Royko, on April 25
to honor the legendary political columnist. Sam Sianis, the owner and
dear friend of Mike Royko, is pictured below Ihe Billy Goal Taverrl sign.

within that satire there were
many clear messages defining
our soc iety, our history and
labeling the s ituations we ' ve put
ourse lves in . r' m afraid to see
th ese situations repeated and
a fraid to see these situations go
un challenged ."
But the evening wasn't just
about journalism . It was about
trying to make Royko 's heart
beat one more time . When his
wife , Judy, came on stage, s he
s hared some in stances with the
crowd so those who didn ' t know
Mike or didn 't read h is words
cou ld ga in a better understanding of him.
She said even though the
wor ld view ed him as a compassio nate, fun-lov ing g uy with a
s ucces sful newspaper career,
th ere was obviously more depth

behind those thick glasses. She

Popular artists
help disaster areas
rebuild the arts
to auction brushes for charity in
"

Brush

was thinking I'd love to

have a brush of [Mark
Ryden 's]," Alphen said. " It 's
funn y, now that I have one, I
can 't keep it. I have to put it in
the auction . It wouldn ' t be fair if

Pop surrealist art is displayed at the OvA Gallery, 2568 N. Lincoln Ave. Pop surrealism is usually inspired
by underground pop symbols, such as tattoos, pin-up art, comic books, punk music and hot-rod cutture,

ing, as well as Josh "Shag" Agle

happy to help oul. O' Connell
sa id he has contributed to

brushes:' Alphen said . " 't'll a
piece of art in itself as in that 's
what created their artwork . And
it 's no time or ski n off their

backs. AII they have to do is "iek
a brush in the: mail and send it"
O' Conn ell, who has designed
cOve" ror Roilin g Ston e,

Sept.

20,

2005 ,

Am ericans for the Arts has
donated more than $110,000 to
help arts organizations s uch as
the Arts Co uncil of New
Orleans, the Mobile Art s
Council and the Arts Alliance of
Jackson and Hinds County.
Petrucci said most organizations that contribute to disaster
relief only focus on housing and
comfort concerns, which are
important, but fai l to help rebuild
the arti stic community.
" It 's hard enough being visu~
al artist under the best of circumstances," Petrucci said. " When [a
natura l disaster] happens, so
many things are affected that the
arts fall through the cracks. It's
kind of nice that somebody is

thinking of those people."
Newsweek and Ente rta inm e nt
Weekly magazines , said he was

from Canada and many more.
Alphen wanted something simple that the artists could send
without asking them to Create
something ntw,

" I' m ju" .. king for their used

cja"ubow3Ici@chroniclemail. c~

a

I kept it ."
More than 30 we ll-know n pop
s urreali s ts in North America,
including Mark Ryden , are donating used paintbrus hes for th e
cause, each autographed , splattered with pai nt and framed by
Alphen . C hic ago artists Mitch
O'Conne ll , Travi s Lampe and
Jeremia h Ketn er arc participat-

Additional reporting by James
H. EwertJr.

Since

Continuedfrom Back Page
calls "The

" It's true Ihat Mike didn't
always smile and have a ' How
you doing?' to everyone he ran
into," Judy Royko said. " But after
all, this was the guy who wrote
' Show me somebody who is
always smiling, always cheerfhl,
always optimistic and I will show
you somebody who hasn-' t the
faintest idea of what the heck is
really go ing on. ",

because it 's fun and kitschy.
" It 's n ot potlJ d flower s o r
anythin g like that," he said . " It 's
more fun ill ustrations and typebased artwork , and that ' s what I
like about it."

Brush :

what he
Pro/·ect."

sa id that he was a prankster, a
very caring man who hated to
fly in an airplane, smoked three
packs of cigarettes a day and
above all was funny. Any situa ~
tion cou ld be an adventure with
Mike, s he sa id . He was up for
any sort of outrageous behavior.

chari~

ty before, but th e charity groups
us ually as ked for paintings.

" When people ask for a painting, it 's no big deal," O'Connell
sa id . " r have so many of my own
pieces of artwork . I'm just

happy to get rid of one. And irit
can raisc money for chl.lrit)" all

the beUer."
,
Lisa Petrucci, another contributing artist from Seaul e, ,aid

because her work se lls out so
quickl y. G iv in g away brushes
was much more convenient, s he
said.
" As an arti st, you go through
bru shes pretty quickly," Petrucci
sa id . "Generall y, they e ither go to

my kids or into th e trash. It was
ni ce to have this actually go nnd

be useful someplace else,"
Alphen said he would "art Ihe
bidding at around $1 S, the cost 10
frame the brushes. A'ddllionally,
rollowlng the art gallery auction

s he doe s n' t hnve time anymore

is a scven-dllY eBuy nuction In
which the remaining bnlshes cu n

to make 8rt for ' pccinc charill ..

be bid on by nnyone in th e world.

Pop surrealism, also known as
low brow, originates through the
ins piration of comic books, cartoons , pin-up art and tattoos and
is reflective of underground pop
cu lture from the past. Petrucci
said it 's a ce lebration of pop
icons that were mostly considered lower c lass Dnd only for
entertainment va lue ,

" Most of the artists that I know
that use these kinds of imagery
and techniques in their art are
fan. or whatever il is, whether it
is hol ~rod culture or pin-up or
monsters," Pelnlcci sa id.

Alphen

, old

h.

lik e,

it

The money in the emergency

relief fun has since depleted,
said
Liz
Bartolomeo
of
Americans for the Arts.. and they

have been unable to distribute
funds to areas in need. They are
still accepting donations, however, in the hope Ihat eventually
they' ll be able 10 help the community in Ihe future,
Th. Brush P,oject pa'l)! and
auction /. <>p. n to th. pwbllc,
Fo, morr in/o,mal/on on /w/U/t•• and /,atu,.d ortis", y/slttlttb, •.,hp,,,j.ct.Ctlm.
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Famous author dies at 73
David Halberstam
killed in California
car accident
By Usa Left

.

David Halberstam, the journalist
whose acc laimed books included a
towering study qf the Vietnam War
and a poignant portrait of aging
baseball stars, died while heading
to an interview for a new job.
The 73-year-old write r was
killed in a car c rash April 23 willi e
working on a book about the legendary 1958 NFL championship
game between the Baltimore Colts
and the New York Giants. He was
on the way to interview Hall of
Fame quarte rback Y A. Tinle while

researching "the greatest game
ever played."
Halberstam was riding in a car
that was broadsided by another
vehicle in Menlo Park, about 25

mil es south of San Francisco,
authorities said. He was pronounced dead at the scene, and the
cause appeared to be inte rn al

injuries, according to San Mateo
County Coroner Robert Foucrault.
"The world has lost one of our
greatest jownalists," said Arthur
Su lzberger Jr., publisher of The
New
York
Times,
where
Halberstam won a Pulitzer Prize in
1964 for his Vietnam coverage.
Halberstam 's 1972 best-sel ler,
The Best and the Brightest, a critical account of U .S. involvement in
Southeast Asia and especially
Defense
Secretary
Robe rt
McNamara, established him as one

of the most committed journalists
of his generation.
"He was the institutional memory of the Vietnam War. I think he
understood it bener than any other
journalist," said fonner CNN correspondent Peter Amett .
By contrast, Halberstam 's 2003
book The Team mates: A Portrait
of a Friendship told the story of
Boston Red Sox great Ted
Will iams and his decades-long
rela tionship with tea mma tes
Bobby Doerr, Johnny Pesky and
Oom DiMaggio.
Pesky,
87,
remembered
Halberstam as "spellbinding. He
was j ust an outstanding man."
A t the time of the accident,
Halberstam was being driven to an
interview with Tittle, who played
with the San Francisco 4gers
against the Colts two weeks before
Baltimore defeated the G iants, 2317, to win the 1958 champions hip.
The dri vers of the two cars were
injured , but not seri ous ly.
Halberstam was being driven by a
graduate journalism student fro m
the University o f Ca liforni a at
Berkeley. where he had visited
over the weekend.
Kevin Jones, 26, who was driving Halberstam , was devastated by
the accident.
"It's like the ultimate fa ilure, I
had one easy thing to do---drive
this man to his intervie w and I
couldn 't even do that," he told the
San Jose Me rcury News. " I'm still
crying. I feel like my life's crumbling around me."
As word of Halberstam's death
spread, tributes and remembrances

poured in for the veteran reporter
whose deep baritone matched the
heft of his nonfiction narratives.
" The thing about David
Halberstam was that he stayed the
course and he kept the faith in the
belief in the people's right to
know," sa id George Esper, who
spent 10 years in Vietnam with
The Associated Press.
Ne il Shee han , fonne r Saigon
bureau c hi ef for Un ited Press
Inte rnat ional, said he had los t
hi s best fri e nd , a ma n of e no rmous ph ys ica l a nd me ntal e ne rgy who had " pro found m oral
and physica l courage."
"We were in Vietnam at a time
w hen we were being denounced
by th ose on h igh," Sheeha n said .
" There was trem e nd ous pressure. David never buc kled under
it at aiL "
'Author Gay Talese, who was al
the Halberstams' home Apri l 23 ,
sa id he had known Halberstam
since the early I 960s, was best
man at his wedding and shared
Thanksgiving dinner with him in
Paris last .year.
" He was a d ear frien d ," Ta lese
sa id .
Halbe rstam 's
w ife,
Jean
Halberstam , said last Monday that
she would remember him most for
his " unending, bottomless generosity to young journaJists."
" For someone who obviously
was so competitive with himself,
the generosity with other writers
was incredible," she said . He is
also survived by a daughter, Julia.
His brother, Washington cardiologist Dr. Michael Halberstam , was

Author Oavid Halberstam works at his office in New York City in this
May 14 , 1993 file photo. Pulitzer Prize-wi nning author and journalist
Halberstam died in a ca r crash early on April 23. He was 73.

murdered in 1980 when he surprised a burglar upon returning to
his District of Columb ia home.
Born April 10, 1934 in New
York City to a surgeon father and
teacher
mothe r,
Halberstam
attended l:'Iarvard Uni versity,
where he was managing editor of
the Harvard Crimson newspaper.
After graduating in 1955, he
started his career at the Daily
Times Leader in West Point, Miss.
He we nt on to The Tennessean.
in Nashville, where he covered
the civil rights struggle, and then
The New York Times, which sent
him to Vie tnam . Halbe rstam quit
dai ly journalis m in 1967 . and

turned to books .
" He was a me nto r, a co mpanion and a very dear fri end ," sa id
Horst Faas, a ret ired A P photographer w ho m e t Halbe rsta m in
the Congo in 1960 and late r
s hare d a house wit h h im in
Saigon . " As a journ alis t he was
very di ffere nt fro m the res t o f
us. Not eve rybody went al ong
wi th him , but he be li eved it was
hi s duty to c hange th ings."

AP writers Kim CUr/is. Ron
Harris, Brian Melley, Sofia
Mann os, Richard Pyle, Dino
Hazell and Chris Talbott contributed to this report.
AP
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Curbing violence with wireless devices
Chicago area which includes
Schaumburg and Waukegan,"
Schamberger said.
According to Theresa DuBois,
program coo rdinator for th e
By Br1t1anney Meacham
Family Rescue center, abusers
Staff Writer
wi ll sometimes stalk and kill
Ce ll phones may be a part of v ictims when they leave the
mos t people 's everyday li ves, shelters, and a cell phone will
but for some they can be seen give those victims a chance to
as a life sav in g devi ce.
get help.
"We wanted to make ca lling
The number o f rep orted
dom es ti c vio len ce in cidents emerge ncy personn el within
have j umped up 36 percent rea ch to people who are in
s in ce last year, according to domes tic abuse situations," sa id
Joyce Coffee. exec uti ve director Sgt. Kathl een Argentino of the
of Family Rescue. In hopes of Chicago Police Department.
Coupe said the police depart.
curbin g those numb ers, the
Chi cago Po li ce Depa rtment and ment became more involved in
Verizon Wireless have teamed reducing domestic violence in
up for the third yea r with the hopes of addressi ng complaints
Ha peline Project. a program in from shelter officia ls about vicwhic h donated cell phones are tim s not havi ng a reli able
refurbished and given to vic tims phone.
of dometi c vio lence.
The phones will be refurOn Apri l 23, white bins were bished by Verizon Wireless, so
placed in the main entrance o f they can be in any condition and
police branch offices so people from any prev iou s wireless
could donate old ce ll ph ones, provider, DuBois said.
The service plan prov ided
said Laura Coupe, program
coordinator for the Chi cago with each phone includes 3,000
Police Department.
minutes that ca n be used to ca ll
The donated ce ll phones will emergency personnel, places o f
then be given out to different employment and the victim 's
domestic violence shelters family.
around Chicago in hopes that
The 3,000 minutes on each
women will have a chance to refurbished phone are not refill·
call for help if needed, said able once used up, DuBois said.
Carolyn Schamberger, public
She added the phones have no
relation s manager for Verizon insurance p lan, so if they are
Wire less.
broken or stolen a replacement
"We currently have 22 centers may not be available.
we se nd phones to in the
Family Rescue needs an addi-

Cell phones donated to local shelters
can help save lives

Wh ite boxes were placed outside of Chi cago Police departments for people to donate old cell phones
for the Hope line Project, a program that takes used or broken cell phones and refurbishes them to be
given to victims of domestic violence.

ti ona 1 40 phones which DuBois
said is the average number in
demand for most Chicago shel·
teTS. Last year 1,000 phones
were donated, but as the number
of victims increases, the demand
al so increases fo r more phones.
The numbe r of phones distrib·
uted to crisis centers depends on
the number of. phones collected
and the client ratio of each cen-

ter, she said.
Despite the Chicago Police
department advertising' the cell
phone donati on event in each
branch of the department, some
Chicago res idents, such as 24year-o ld Tanya Osika, don ' t
know abou t the project.
" I don ' t save my cell phones
because 1 didn't know ihe city
was accepting them . But it 's an

exce llent idea to keep in mind
for when I do," Osika said.
Despite the project existing
for three years, Coupe said peo·
pie haven ' t caught on as well as
she had hoped because the project does not have any SOurce of
revenue to pay for advertising
costs.

chronicle@colum.edu
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Scoop in the Loop:

Assistant City Beat Editor
I like music, but I don't often
have time to go to concerts. So
when Lollapalooza comes to
Chicago, I usually take a few days
off, check out a bunch of bands l
like and listen to others I've never

heard of before. This year, I don't
think that's happening. Not
because I can't take the time off,
but because I don't want to spend
ail entire week's pay on a three-

day pass.
Last year, I bought my tickets
late; they were approximately
$165 each for a three-day pass. I
had friends who bought tickets a
couple months earlier for about
$120. This year, the early bird tickets are $165. Of course, by now, all
of those tickets have sold out, and
the rest of the tickets will be sold
for $195. And if you watched the
progression of ticket prices last
year, you know they won't stay at
$ 195. They'll inch up, bit by bit, as
more bands are announced and the

concert nears. I'm betting we'll see
three-day passes for $250 or more
by mid-summer.
Part of the reason it's more
expensive is because they're not
tackin g on add itional service
charges and shipping fees. It's all
included in the ticket price, which .
is cool. At least people won't go
on the website and try to buy
them only to find out moments
later that they're $20 more. But
that doesn't change the fact that
the early prices are now as much
as last year's late prices.
Student workers at Columbia
won't make enough in one week to
pay for that. Neither will other
enthusiastic minimum wage
employees. For people already
struggling to pay for food, rent and
transportation, the near-$200 ticket
prices are absurd. Even those coming from out of town may have to
re-evaluate whether or not the ticket prices, in addition to travel
expenses and hotel prices, are
worthwhile.
Yes, there were the first 3,000
tickets sold to lucky fans for $45.
But they sold out within hours.
Lollapalooza is supposed to
be a fun way for people all over
the world to come together and
enjoy music. Last year I met
people from Cleveland, Ohio;
Washington D.C.; London,;
Sydney, Australia; and Dublin,
Ireland. I was kissed by a ran-

Steal-my-money-palooza In Public
Monday, April 30
Get jazzy by see ing awardwinning jazz composer David
Berkman perform with hi s
ensemble during a free even t at
the C laud ia Cass idy Theater, 77
E. Randolph St. The event begins
at 7 p.m . and is free. For more
in formation, call (3 12) 7446630.

Tuesday, May 1
dom boy during the Death Cab
for Cutie set. I had funny messages written on me by hyper,
slightly-drunken Australians.
Of course, it wasn't all fun and
games. I vaguely remember
being crushed by a garbage-compactor-Iike crowd of thousands
about I 0 feet away from the front
of the Red Hot Chili Peppers
stage. I remember trying to get
closer to the stage about an hour
before they started performing
and meeting people a long the
way. Sure, some were rude and
didn't want you moving in front
of them, but others eagerly
helped us squeeze along to the
front. It 's that sense of random
meeting and companionship that
makes Lollapalooza worth going
to. But with the prices the way
they are, people on the bottom

rungs are being left out.
Woodstock, which started out
as a profit-making venture, eventually transitioned into a free concert because of the multitudes of
people that wanted to go. Ozzfest
is becoming free this year as well.
Warped Tour is less than half the
cost of Lollapalooza and features
about 100 bands every year,
which, in comparison to the 130
at Lollapalooza, ends up being
much cheaper.
I'm not say ing Lollapalooza
should become a free event-;though I certain ly wou ldn 't object
to that- but they really shouldn 't
worry so much about making a
profit as much as providing a great
event that people of all ages and
incomes can enjoy.

dnelson@chroniclemail.com

Metro news briefs: a short week in review
The high price of good healtb
, ...-Worp,~rWn Jb~...,llil~~_ ~~ .~!!11J~e~ lth
Insurance are more likely to go without need~ care because of higher premiums and relatI ~ costs, ,~dU:tg to a national survey by the
. fommonwealth Fund. a private group tha~
supp1lrts research on health and social issues..
'-. Alfeported in the Chicago Tribune, women
also experience more problems than men
when payihg -!heir medical bills, are more
likely to skip recommended visits or tests and
don't seek treatment when they have medical
problems. They als6 typically pay more in
health insurance costs because of necessary
routine exams.
The survey contributes to a larger national
health care debate, as e!"11ployers seek to
switch to plans with higher deductibles and
policy makers look for flexible, lower-cost
options for the 16 million uninsured adults.

Copycat aftermath

a legitimate threat.
"I think the copycat thing in genera l has a
_ • ~o lleges .an4 high scho~s across the coun- _ short life span, maybe a few weeks," said
try are st ill feeling the aftereffects of the Jack Levin, professor of socio logy and crim iV.irginia Tech massacre on April 9.
nology at Northeastern Univers ity in Boston,
According to the Associated Press, schools according to the Chicago Tribune article .
a~ross the country have been shutting down in
response to copycat threats belie.ved to be Stealing from poverty
linked to Virginia Tech and the 8th anniversary of the Columbine shooting that occurred
An Oak Park man who used to manage
on April 20, 1999.
Chicago Housing Authority-owned buildings
A community college in Kalamazoo, Mich., was sentenced on April 26 for stealing nearly
is set to open this week after a threat was post- $1 million dollars from residents.
ed on the Internet. Also, all public schoo ls in
According to the Chicago Sun-Times,
Yuba City. Calif. and neighboring city WilHam Moorehead was taking funds meant
Marysville locked their doors while authori- for public housing developments and the
ties searched for a man also threatening a CHA and using them for his personal and
massacre.
business expenses.
Locally. Schaumburg High School evacuated its students April 19 after a student was
heard saying he planned to make a bomb. No
charges have been made, but the student is
still in. questioning to ~etermine if it was

Join thousands of imm igrants
in their protest for worker's rights
at this year's May Day March .
The march comes in recognition
of the worker'S holiday on May 1
that started in Chicago. The
march begins at 3 p.m. and starts
at 50 W. Washington S1.

Saturday, May 5
Get to know your history
through the Genealogy and
Local History Orientation at the
Newberry Library, 60 W. Walton
S1. The orientation will educate
people about resources available
to research family and neighborhood history. The event begins at
9:30 a.m. and is free. For more
information, visit newberry.org.
Make a charitable donation at
the West Lakeview branch of JP
Morgan Chase, 3335 N. Ash land
Ave., by bringing in your used
bike. The Working Bikes
Cooperative group will rehab it
and then se nd it to other programs that supply bicycles to
people who need them overseas.
The donation begins at 9 a.m.
and goes unt ii" I p.m. For more
information, call (3 I2) 437-3315
or visit bikechicago.us

Sunday, May 6
Take
a
walk
through
Andersonville during its first
Wine Walk, starting at 2 p.m.
The event will feature more than
40 wines available for tasting,
and specially printed wine glasses will be g iven to each sipping
participant. The tastings will be
held at various .restaurants and
shops, and all proceeds will benefit
the
Andersonville
Development Corporation. For
more infonnation, call (773)
506-WINE.

Missing at the bar

He took the keys to the Lamborghini

A 23-year-old man was reported missing from 520
S. Michigan Ave. on April 17 by a concerned friend.
The friend said the man had gone for a walk and
called him at 7 p.m. to say he wasn't feeling well.
The missing man later called again at 8 p.m. to say
he would be back soon. In the background, loud.
music could be heard, and the friend suspected he
had gone to a bar and went to sleep, expecting the
man to return that night. When the friend woke up
the next morning on April 17, the man had not
returned so he called the police. On April 18, the
missing person returned sa fely around 7 a.m. Police
were not infonned of his whereabouts.

A 23 -year-o ld man reported to police on April 18
that he was robbed by a 16- or 17-year~0Id boy at 30
E. Roosevelt Rd . The victim said he was approached
by the offender, who said "empty your pockets,
motherf.- -r" and pointed a small handgun at him .
The victim gave the offender a set of keys and
approximately 50 cents. The offender then ran off in
an unknown direction. The victim, who was at the
time under the influence of alcohol, waited eight or
nine hours before calling the po lice, because he said
he didn 't know whether to report a theft of 50 cents
and keys.

Criminals keep getting younger
Lurking at the CTA
After a police officer watched a 19-year-old man
walk back and forth on a CTA platform at 56 E.
Roosevelt Rd. on April J 7 for more than a hour, he
decided to check out the situation. The police officer
stopped the offender and patted him down, fmding a
4-inch steel knife in the offender's waistband. He
was read his Miranda rights and then taken to
District No.2 for processing.

Compll~d

A young boy, around 13 years old, robbed an
older man on April 21 at 800 S. Michigan Ave. The
victim, a 24-year-old man, reported to police that the
offender approached him and asked for money.
When the victim pulled out his wallet and ce ll
phone, the offender snatched both and fled. The victim said the wallet contained over $500 in cash, IDs
and credit cards.

by Chronicle stqff through in/ormalJon provitkd by the Chicago Police DejXlrtment.
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'Inside baseball'
A Chronicle perspective on the media's
symbiotic refatioilship with sports teams
By James H. Ewert Jr.
City Beat Editor

When I was being delivered o n
an early June morning in 1986,

the doctor to ld my dad, a devout
Chicago Cub fan since he was

born, that I'd be out in time for
Lcad -OfT Man. WGN TV 's
Chi cago Cubs pre-ga me program . From that point forward.
no other sports team has captured
the atlcnl ion of my family and I
li ke the Chicago Cubs. I even

went ~ o far as to get a job as an
ushcr at Wrigley Field while in
high school.
A fan for 20 years and an
employee for three and a ha lf. I

recently just added another facet
to my deep affi nity for the

Cubs- that of a Cubs beat
reporter.
On April 24, I was invited to
Wrigley Field for "Chicago Cubs
College Media Day," as it was
dubbed . The once-in-a- Iifctime

opportun ity offered about a
dozen other coll ege students and
I a glimpse into the com plicated
and rarely ex.amined relationship
Cubs beat reporters have with
th eir sources- the players.
It was obvious from the get-go
that thi s night game would be
un like any other I've ever experienced. Watching from a journalistic perspective allowed me to not
on ly see the game, but what happens before and after as well. The
intricate relationships writers have
with the players are something no
fan could· normally comprehend.

The night began with Ii quick
escapade through the archaic
inner workings of Wrigley Field's
underbelly. Whi le romping
through the dungeon-like corridors below the stands, the eager
young journalists filed into the
Cubs media interview room for
interviews with c loser Ryan
Dempster, Cubs television playby-play man Len Kasper and
Daily Herald Cubs beat writer
Bruce Miles.
The interview with Dempster
was cut s~o rt abruptly, however.
to make way for manager Lou
Piniell a, who the night before had
sk ipped the post-game press conference for the first time in hi s
short st int with the Cubs. It was
espec ially interesting because the
notoriously temperamental skipper had a closed-door talk with
his team after the previous night 's
tough loss to the Mi lwaukee
Brewers, a game that the Cubs,
by all accounts, shou ld have won.
The already-established members of Chicago's worki ng press
told the students in the interview
room to brace themselves for
potential fireworks from Piniella.
who has been known to blow a
gasket at tim es. Ult im ate ly,
though . Piniella appeared unusually relaxed and even offered
some feelings about the reporters
he sees every day.
" I missed yo u all like a
toothache ," a smiling Piniella
said to the media, packed like sardines into Wri gley Field's
cramped interview room.

A reporter then joked with
Piniella, asking what dentist he
would go to if that were the case.
After the manager 's rather
uneventful press conference,
which was cluttered with inside
jokes and laughter from both the
media and Piniella, Kasper and
See Baseball, Page 34

One more time:
Royko remembered
Friends and family
honor the famous
Clricago columnist
By CVIyt Jakubowski
Commentary Editor

In many aspects, the Billy
Goat tavern is as much part of
legendary column ist Mike
Royko as Mike Royko was a

part of Chi cago. No other
Ch icago journalist has co ntributed to the fame of the Billy
Goat as Royko did and vice
versa. But mucb like his daily
column, which to this day still
touches people and makes them
laugh, the Goat was his home
away from home. Enter at your
own risk .
Even though Royko died on

Chlcaeo Tribune writer Rick Ko&an apelkl It ' Indelible Ink; In
llIIent honoring le&andary Chloaeo columnllt Mike Royko, on
April 25 at the Cha.. Auditorium, 10 S. Delrborn 5t.

April 29, 1997, he was there on
Apri l 26 thi s year in the hearts
of men and women who knew
him , knew his words and knew.
his beart. He was also in the shot
g lasses. For a brief second,
Royko's heart beat one more
time because of what transpired
elsewhere earlier that evening.
To the average tourist, the
Billy Goat is a regular tavern,
but to Chicagoans it is the birtbplace of th e Chicago C ubs'
curse, and the place where John
Belushi immortalized the phrase
"Cheezborger! Cheezborger! No
fri es, cheeps!" But to Royko,
this was the place where he
dwell ed and thrived and above
all, formed an immortal friendship with the bar's owner, Sam
Sianis.
"Indelible Ink," a loid-out
tribute to th e legendary colum'
ni Ht ut the Chase AuditorIum, 10
S. Dearborn St., on April 26,
was a night filled with laughter,
teary eye. and, above all, a celobration of all thlna' Royko . .
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Brushes of famous pop surrealists will be auctioned off"!o help
the Americans for the Arts Emergency Relief Fund on June 23.

Brushing up on
disaster relief
Pop swrea1.ist artists
donate used brushes
to charity auction
I

ByDene_
Assistant City Beat Editor

Tbis summer, hula dancers

Will perform in a luau in a
Chicago art gallery. And this
luau will also .ell used paintbrushes to help benefit artists
living in· disaster-stricken areas.
An auction of paintbrushes
used by prominent pop surrealism artists will take place on
June 23, durina I tikI party cel ..
brating the third lMiveraary of
the open Ina of OvA Oallery,
2'68 N. Lincoln Ave. The pro-

ceeds will be donated to the
Americans
for
the
Am
Em<r)!ency Relier fund, wbich
goes toward more than 30 arts
organizations in areas where natural disasters have taken place.
The Americans for the Arts
Emergency Relief Fund was
establi shed in 200S to help
artists in communities sutTering
from natural disasters, such as
Hurricane Katrina, rebuild the
arts. All of the funds raised are
distributed.
Onvi d vun Alphen: who
opened th e OvA G" lI ery in
2004, wanted to own a paintbrush !rom an artist bo liked
whon be came up willi Ibo Idea
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